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INSURRECTOS LIE

BELIEVED

WE PRINT THE NEWS.
If You Raad It
In The Optic, It'a 80

WILL
MEXICAN

BE

has been piled with logs ready for
this sacrifice. If the provisions of his
will, as stated by his closest friends,
ar carried out the leaping flames
on the distant hilltop will tell three
quarters of a million people around
San Francisco bay of his cremation.
Twenty-fiv- e
years ago the verses of
the "Poet of the Sierras" were print
ed from California to Maine,
and
A:
quoted as freely as Longfellow'sthat time he visited the capitals of
Europe, where he was the literary
lion of the hour. Such men as Tennyand Brown
son, Rossetti, Burne-Jone- s
He
has spent
bim.
entertained
ing
the latter part' of his life in a seclusion broken only by the visits of
neighbors and the
pilgrimages of
estate near hero
friends. His
is known as tie "Heights."
Captured by the Indians as a boy,
a leader in the caravans crossing the
plains, a gold hunter in "the days of
49," a judge on the bench, a poet of
national fame, today he is forgotten
by the mass of readers.
-

FOREIGN

COL, ROOSEVELT

HOLDINGS

Washington, March

17:

CITY EDITION

IN MEXICO

A total

of

1875,708,915 gold has been Invested
21 years by foreign Interests in
Mexico outside of the mining Indus'

In

MAY REORGANIZE

N

CASE

OF WAR

WITH

HE WOULD TAKE FIELD,
IS SAID

OF AEROPLANE

try, according to a bulletin Just issued
by the bureau of manufacturers of
the department of commerce and la
bor. Americans supplied $338,001,97.1,
while capitalists of the United King
dom furnished $254,050,823; Germany
SUCCESSFUL DEMONSTRATIONS
$26,246,382; France $16,207,076; Au&
WITH WAR MACHINE IN
$403,200; Spain $2,386,
687 and Italy $58,050. These figures
WASHINGTON
are from 1886 to 1907.

TRIED1T

ROUGH RIDERS
JAPAN
IT

as the Assembly Tea Room
iuu, auuuuea ioaay mat women
would be. allowed to smoke In the new
club if they so desired.
"Of course," he said, "we don
known

MILITARY TYPE

mean to advertise this sort of thing,
but if the women members of the club
uesire to smoke there that Is their
business and they will be allowed to
do

REBEL BAND IS

FIGHTING TO
THE DEATH

BO."

MORE MILITIAMEN

BATTLE

OF THE ALAMO BEING
REPEATED AT TECATE, LOWER

ACCEPTED

Washington, March 17. Acceptan
CALIFORNIA
ces irom the militia officers of the
states and territories of the war deRUMOR FREELY CIRCULATED
NOW EN ROUTE TO CAPITAL
TO BE SENT TO THE BORDER partment's invitation to
participate NINE MEN AGAINST EIGHTY
PLATINUM $43 AN OUNCE
in the military operations in the south
New York, March 17. Platinum,
continue to pour into the headquart
BELIEVED TO HAVE DISCUSSED the metal which Is more
EXPECTED MINISTER OF FINANCE
costly than ESPECIALLY DESIGNED BY GLENN
THOUGH OUTNUMBERED ALMOST
of the army and the total accept
ers
MATTER
DURING VISIT TO
WILL CROSS BORDER AT
gold, has been advancing rapidly In
CURTISS FOR 8C0UTING
TEN TO ONE, INSURRECTOS
ances
to aate have
increased
to
price In the past few weeks. It is
LAREDO IN DISGUISE
ALBUQUERQUE
PURPOSES
2,470.
WON'T 8URRENDER
The
following states have
lane at $43 an
quoted in Maiden
Increased their acceptances by the
ounce for hard platinum and $41 an
REBELS SUSPECT A TRICK
ounce for soft metal. These are the JAPANESE WATCHED FLIGHTS numbers mentioned:
FEDERAL FORCE WIPED OUT
Alabama, 39; 'Arkansas, 28; Con
highest prices ever reached and In
HIS FORMER COMRADES READY tiicate an advance of ' about $10 an THEY, WITH OTHER ATTACHES, necticut, 3; Florida, 1; Georgia, 3;
JUNTA LEADER DECLARES THEY
Louisiana, 45; Illinois, 9; Maine, 30; NEAR CUMPAS SONORA, 21 WERE
ounce in the last six months.
AND WILLING TO RALLY ROUND
WILL NOT QUIT FIGHTING
MOST INTERESTED AMONG
Missouri, 10; New Jersey, 9; New
KILLED, 17 WOUNDED AND
' HIS STANDARD
ON PROMSES
THE SPECTATORS
Mexico, 11; New York, 83; Oregon,
REST CAPTURED
5; Vermont, 6; Virginia, 1.
CINCH
ON
QUICK
Little Rock, Ark., March 17. Minis- Albuqueroue, N. M., March 17.
Washington, March 17. With rep
San Diego, Calif., March 17. Barri
ter of Finance Jose Yves Limantour,
resentatives of th war department
Members of Colonel Roosevelt's Rough
caded in an adobe house in the little
of Mexico, passed through Little Rock
Rider regiment, of whom there are
CUPID BY COWBOY and military and naval attaches of a EXPRESS DRIVERS
hamlet of Tecate, nine insurrectos aro
this morning en route to Laredo, Tex.,
.
number of foreign countries looking
bombarded today by eighty Mex
In New Mexico, were quietly disbeing
many
where he will cross the border on his
on, tile aeroplane just purchased by
ican federals, who attacked the place
the
the
of
cussing
today
possibilities
to
Mexico City. While the Mexway
NEW MEXICAN
PER the war department to be used in the
ON IN EARNEST formation by their former leader of FORMER
OUT ON STRIKE at daylight. The rebels were surprislean cabinet officer made no effort
Mexican border maneuvers, was given
ed, but Lieutenant Rodriguez, their
SUADED
BEFINANCE
TO
to conceal his identity, he was uncom
another Rough Rider regiment In case
successful demonstration here to
.
leader, with fourteen of his thirty-on- e
COME
HIS
BRIDE
ana
shunned newspaper
municative
of a war with Japan. Although the
day. The machine Is what Curtiss BUSINESS OF BIG COMPANIES IN men, succeeded in breaking through
reporters. It is understood that he SOLDIERS AT SAN ANTONIO GET members
as his "jnilitary type."
designates
the cordon, escaping. Two rebels
famous
are
that
of
regiment
NEW YORK CRIPPLED BY
New York, March 17. When a man
DOWN TO HARD WORK-- NO
will attempt to cross the border in
Aviator
two ascents,
made
McCurdy
have
been killed and six wounded
Is
Colonel
Roosevelt
in his brief life ot twenty-fiv- e
WALKOUT
disguise and resort to this ruse to
RED TAPE
years each time circling several times the
The
remainder
of the little band is
to
told
said
have
some of his old has been lost for three days without
get to Mexico City, fearing capture by
big lot south of the state, war and
to the death. Two federals
fighting
or
water in the Red Desert of
the insurrectos, who, it is said, are
New York, March 17. The drivers
San Antonio, Tex., March 17- Gen friends in that organization when ha food
navy building. So close did he sail
ave been killed and eight wounded.
has tramped from New to the
lying in wait for him.
was
Wyoming,
here
and
in
that
Wednesday
night,
helpers of the Adams, United Rodriguez, with his followers, succed- of
whirr
that
the
the
building
eral orders were issued today to govcase of a war he would ask permission York to Douglas, Ariz., with only 17 ropellers was plainly heard in the States and Wells Fargo express com- ed In
joining another band of Insur
em the army maneuvers. They in
Madero Family Alarmed
of the president to organize such a cents, and has spent four years in office of the secretary of state.
panies are on a strike In New York rectos at San Ysldro, where they are
New York, March 17. The Madero elude target practice for recruits, division of
cavalry. Former Governor the cattle country as a cowpunclwr
Among the most Interested specta- and Jersey City today, in obedience awaiting another federal attack.
famly here is watching the progress practice marches by regiments, and urry and others are reported to have he is inclined to grab swiftly at hap- tors were the Japanese
military and to a general strike order issued early
of Jose Limantour toward the Mexican ultimately by division.
leaders expect
naval attaches. Japan already owns this morning. The
Every shred said they would accept commissions piness when he sees It before him.
Twenty-onFederals Killed
frontier with the greatest anxiety.
So Paul M. Reddington
went to eight machines and is said to be ne- employes of the American and Na
El Paso, Tex., March 17. At Rodeo
of red tape that can be dispensed in such an organization. None of the
When they read dispatches today statformer Rough Riders will confirm the Philadelphia last Sunday, persuaded gotiating for several more.
tion Express companies to join the ranch, near Cumpas, Sonora, Monday,
with is to be dropped.
ing that the insurrectos proposed to
report, but it is being discussed freely. Miss Bertha P. Dale there was no
The machine will be sent to San walkout during the day. The strika eighty federals encountered one hun
burn the railway bridges south of
need to wait till next August to be Antonio in a few
started several days ago with the dred fifty Insurrectos. The tuswiec
days.
Laredo, thus cutting off Minister
married, sped with her to Wilming
men of the Adams company, who tos killed twenty-one- ,
SANE FOURTH HITS PAIN CO.
Including nonroute to Mexico City, they
ton, Del., taaiiwd her i.nd brought
New York, March 17. "Safe and WOLGAST AND MEMSIC
complained of alleged discrimina tenant Colonel Augiana, and wounded
showed grave concern.
her back, all in a space of three CAT-CHORtion against certain employee Involved seventeen, taking tha balance of the
KILLERS
"That would be a grave mistake," sane Fourth campaigns have so cut off
hours, to receive a blessing from her
a strike last fall. Some disorder federals prisoners.
in
DATTLINGAT VERNON astonished parents.
said Gustavo Madero. "Limantour is the demand for firecrackers and firewas reported In New York during the
a'
a practical man and the country needs works that
majority of the stock
FINES morning, mobs attacking the Adams
Americana In No Danger
Reddington prepared for Yale In
FREEJJN
March 17. American
two academies, but decided to "hit
him. He ought not be kept out."
.
holders in the Pain Manufacturing THE LIGHTWEIGHT
'
drivers.
Washington,
CHAMPION
encitizens held as prisoners of war at '
As showing the attitude of Madero company has
to
out
himself"
refused
for
and
to
on
this
ground
applied
LOVELY
PET SINGERS IN CAM
TODAY DEFENDING HIS TITLE
Casas Grandes, who have been re
toward the peace negotiations, it beter the university. He started for the
the supreme court for permission to
HOLIDAY IN ILLINOIS
N.
AGAINST
ANGELENO
DEN,
reJ., SLAIN BY THE
came known today that Gustavo
ported in danger of execution, and
Southwest with only 17 cents. Trampd.ssolve the corporation, one of the
Chicago, March 17. St, Patrick's Henry White, arrested In Ciudad
WHOLESALE
cently visited Wall street with an ofing or riding on freight trains he
concerns
in
the
day was practically a legal holiday Porfirio Diaz yesterday, are safe and
fer to sell a part of the large family largest fireworks
Los Angeles, March 17. For the reached Arizona In two months. He
Illinois today.
Mayor assured of fair treatment, according
lived in New Mexico for awhile and
Camden, N. J., March 17. Charged throughout
holdings In Mexico land, but shortly country. An order to show why the first time since the Jeffries-Johnsoso in Chicago by pro- to telegraphic advices received at the
made
Busse
it
his
e
to
became
after Limantour left, he changed
with causing sixty-fivCheyenne and
deaths John
corporation should not be dissolved fight at Reno, a world's championship then drifted
offices state
department today from they
a cowboy on the ranch of United Pike and Harry Stevenson of this clamation and ordered all city
mind and withdrew the proposition.
was issued, returnable May 10. The was involved today, when Ad
closed. At Sprlnfleld both houses of American consular officers in Mexico.
'
liabilties are given at ?160,000 and
champion, and States Senator Warren. In four year3 town were arrested today. But they the
lightweight
legislature adopted a resolution, General Navarro has assured tho
Rebels are Dubious
nominal assets of ?282,000 but the George Memsic, of Los Angeles, en- in that country he made a little were not held
as
the day a legal holiday for American consul at Juarez that the
murderers.
for
trial
declaring
El Paso, Tex., March 17. Despite availible assets are not over $30,000 tered' the ring at Vernon for a twenty-ro- money, trading in horses.
off with fines of $5 the legislators.
got
Indeed,
they
prisoners will receive every consideraHe
assurances that Senor Limantour, it is said.
A year ago he returned Bastund
contest. The betting favored
each.
.
tion.
now
a
2
schedis
salesman.
Mexican minister of finance, has start-.e1.
The fight was
to
traveling
Wolgast
as
work
The
fact
their
is,
slayers
4
uled to start at 3:30 o'clock.
plans for the termination of the
had won the aprobation of many resi CANNON MUM ABOUT
John Cudahy at Calexico
Mexican revolution, the revolutionary MEXICO WILL CRUSH
dents of this city. That was because
17. John
Mexicali,
Mex., March
leaders here today declared the fightPLANS
BRAZIL RESENTS NEW SKIRT
of the vichabits
the
of
and
family
the
Chicago
capitalist, owning
Rio Janeiro, March 17. The pantaing will continue.
FLOOR LEADERSHIP Cudahy,
tims. The slain ones were cats
ranch and many thousands of acres
THE INSURRECTION loon skirt haB reached Rio Janeiro,
"With the threat of the Mexican
by high families, it is
In Lower California a few miles from
TO EUROPE highlybutprized
government hanging over us, that we
and two girls who were engaged to
cats.
still
true,
just
here, arrived in Calexico today to insaid
Senor
HIS
WANT
SOME OF
FRIENDS
will be shot without trial,"
the curious
garment,
GET PAST GUERILLA popularize
The motive for the murders lay la
tho insurrection. He was
vestigate
Gonzales Garza, provisional secretary WILL NEVER
HARwhich is called here the "culotto
HIM TO GIVE WAY TO
the nocturnal working of the cats.
WARFARE STAGE, SAYS
accompanied
by his twb sons. They
COME
HE
WHO
COULDN'T
of state, "our fight for liberty and for
BACK,
In
street.
The
were
mobbed
the
jupe,"
MONY MAN
as residents around
an Interview with
midnight
to
Every
have
expect
ROMERO
Madera
BENIGNO
the
setting up permanently
BOOKS PASSAGE TO SAIL
police were called in to evict one from
Fifth and Berkeley streets were about
"General" Stanley of the rebel forces.
government, will continue. No overa cafe, and she was jostled by the
MAY 4
17. "Uncle
to sleep the sleep of Philadelphia
Washlngton, March
tures for peace will be considered ofThat the Mexican revolution will crowds that gathered, while the other
cats
scores
on
back
fences
of
to
tell his
Joe" Cannon is refusing
gathered
ficial by us, until these have come never result in anything more seri- was saved from complete denudement.
NEGRO GETS FEDERAL JOB
!
New York, March 17. Jim Jeffries, and sang
I'm
will
seek
friends
he
whether
fvotn Mexico City. They must tome ous than
party
IL
some
7T
with
and
the
difficulty.
that
Washington, March 17. W.
only
guerilla warfare
former world's heavyweight champion
or something to that effect.
with th? promise that Diaz will retire government will be able to put 1
the
district
at
for
assistant
renomination
the
speakership.
negro
Lewis,
has engaged passage for Europe, sailon the ground that his recent election down within a short, time, is the bn
These friends have gone to "Uncle torney at Boston, may now take the
ing May 4. He will be accompanied
was not regular."
oath of office as assistant attorney
who
hits
lief of IDOn Benigno Romero,
GARBED AS DARKY
Joe" and said:
by Mrs. Jeffries and his old partner, CLUB WOMEN SMOKE;
reports from Chihuahua fchow just returned from a business visit
at Washington, his commis"There Is 110 need of the minority general
Jack Kipper.
that the food conditions are becoming to the republic on the south. Mr.
sion signed by President Taft as a
going into this congress with a visual
very serious there.
are
WEDSJICH MAN
Romero says the insurrectos
TORN demonstration of the division in its recess appointment having been re
GREAT DAY IN IRELAND
ceived at the White House. The de
not well drilled, are poorly armed
ranks. There is no chance that you
(Dublin, March 17. St. Patrick's
DARK HORSE DROPS OUT
partment of justice in which Lewis
and would not prove efflcientin tha BRIDE WAS
WITNESS day was celebrated throughout IreCHIEF
FASHIONABLE
'NEW TEA ROOM can poll the united vote of the repub Is named to succeed John G. ThompDenver, March 17. The vote for face of trained troops. He 8ays the
beAGAINST SLAYER
NEED
land with unusual enthusiasm
licans in this congress. Hardly ten son
of Illinois, resigned, in charge
PERMITS IT AND AGITATION
Judge Dixon, who yesterday looked reports of unrest and dissatisfaction
at
rule
of
home
cause
of
the
the progressives will vote for you
of
NOW
promise
NOT
TESTIFY
ot
Indian
like a dark horse, disappeared in to- In Mexico are not founded on facts.
cases, has no informatioi
FOLLOWS
an early date. Queen Mother Alexaneven if you should be the choice of
to
aa
when
the appointee will assuma
day's senatorial vote. There was no Interests of Americans and other peosent her customary present of
the caucus. Why not step down and his duties.
Chattanooga, Tenn., March 17. Dr. dria
election.
ple, ot citizens of Mexico, are be
17.
Back Bay socie let us nominate for speaker and con
Boston, March
John W. Sherman, who is very weal- shamrock to the Irish Guards, every
Ing guarded by the government.
a
was
with
over the an- sequently floor leader a man who
bedecked
are
women
soldier
of
whom,
agitated
ty
Cleo
were
D.
Miss
Lucas
thy, and
on
when
parade.
nouncement that smoking will be al- can command every republican vote
mrriel in the city jail here at mid- spray
FLAMING SPECTACLE
DIVISION FOREMAN QUITS
Jim Mann of Illinois SUICIDE OF DANKER
lowed In the new club for women In the house
night, their hands joined through the
can do this and there are several
After several months of efficient bars of the cell in which the doctor
which Mrs. Warner B. Leeds, the milmore not a bit more Insurgent that
CAUSES SENSATION
T0DF0U0W DEATH service, Malcomb Stewart has resign- was locked. The fact was discovered TEXAS WILL VOTE
lionaire society woman of New York,
be who can get by and present to
ed as division foreman for the Santa today on the return of the certificate.
Is to establish at No. 280 Boylston the country the picture of a united
Fe railway and has taken a position
PI I liM AW CIRCLES
The bride had disguised herself as
ONJJOHIBITION
LONDON
FINANCIAL
JOAQUIN MILLER, THE( POET OF With
this city.
Mastreet,
party."
the El Paso Foundry and
a negro boy and the justice who pe
STUNNED BY DEATH OF
THE .Si'eRRAs'wHO )$ DYING,
"1 have not matured my plans," is
Some, of the women Interested dechinery company. He will leave in a formed the ceremony pretended o
A ' 11
SIGNS BILL PROVIDR.1'f.' cArnegi e
MAKES UNIQUE PLANS
short time jfor El Paso to begin his be a friend of the accused man. The GOVERNOR
clare it will be a delightful innovation Mr. Cannon's reply.
CONSTITUTIONAL
FOR
ING
divinew work. Mr. Stewart, while
ostensible boy was posing as a serand will provide a cozy place where
AMENDMENT
San Francisco, March 17. Joaquin sion foreman, increased the efficiency vant carrying delicacies to the pris
London, March 17. A sensation has
they can step In from an exhausting WESTERN PACIFIC OPEN AGAIN
of
extent
to
a
the
Afmotive
17
great
is
held
who
his
March
caused In financial circles by
been
power
relaxation
oner,
for.
and
killing
Sacramento, Calif.,
shopping tour and gain
Miller, the "Burns of America," as
and at' the same time decreased op- brother-in-law- ,,
tie-uso- - rest.
17. The
was
two
Thomas
due
March
of R, F. Carnegie, mansuicide
of
do
Bhare
weeks,
a
the
Norman,
ter
The
hot
Tex.,
nearly
Austin,
his admirers call him, lies dying in
expenses. He is a machinist one 'of the witnesses o the wedding.
this enthusiasm and say the proposed to landslides In the Feather river ager of the Lombard street branch
erating
his cabin In the hills above San Fran- of ability and a thorough railway Miss Lucas was the chief witness
signed today by Governor Colquitt. It club would be just as restful a spot and Nllea canyons, the Western Pa-- of tho Paris Bank Limited, whose
cisco. A funeral pyre of solid mason- man. He and his family made man gainst Dr. Sherman. She need not provides for the submission of a con- and far pleasanter if cigarettes were clflo railroad today succeeded In open- body was discovered In his home tobarred.
ry built under his direction onw the friends In Las Vegas. ,Mr. Stewart testify now, as a wife cannot give stitutional amendment for state-wid- e
ing np Its' line for freight traffic, day,, Tho affairs of the Institution
C.
the
of
hill back of his home awaits his will be succeeded by L7 L. Collier of evidence against her husband In a prohibition at an election to be held
Tower,
Benjamin
secretary
Passenger' service will be resumed are said to ho in perfect order., Mr.
new organization, which Is ' to be next week.
criminal action under the state laws. on July 22.
body. "For years its hollowed top Ash Fork, Ariz.
Carnegie shot himself.
CABINET

OFFICER
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SHOWING OF

FIRS

Sty

Nobby Sprie
UR STOCKS aree now complete with the newest,

Tailored Suits

$18.00

(

Ready-to-We- ar

'

and quality as if made to order.
Other departments contain the newest and most desirable novelties on the markets.
Qualities in all lines are up to our usual standard with prices as low as possible consistent

to $50.00

with quality.

most popular
The favorite garments are by rar the
of styles,
a
In
variety
Made
great
season.
garment of the
colors,
with
contrasting
trimmed
neatly and tastefully
Messaline
Taffeta.
embroidery.
hand
and
laces, braids
and Satin in Silks. Voile and Batiste In Wool, Marquisette
fabrics and
In Silk. Wool and Cotton, are the favorite
Is
a strong
come In all desirable colors, though white
are
sleeves
half
favorite. Low necks and quarter or
season's
The
style
extremely popular for all occasions.
Like our
of narrow skirts prevails In the dress models.
carries
and
in
EXCLUSIVE
style
suits, each garment Is
from
Prices
our guarantee as to quality.

$9.00 to $65.00

Dress Goods and Silks
The new weaves and patterns in Spring dress
goods are exceptionally pretty and attractive. Sheer
Novelties in a variety of patterns in all new shades
and black. Medium weights in all the newer weaves ,
both plain and fancy. Fabrics especially adapted
to suits or dres
ses which are
sure to please
you in both price
and quality, yet
exclusive in pat-

terns.
35C tO $2.00

Per Yard

Women's Oxfards

DESIRABLE SPRING MILLINERY
The new shapes and styles in Spring Millinery are especially attractive. Our line of new millinery has
and stylish hats.
just been received and never have we had such an excellent variety of such extremely nobby and
trimmed hats.
All the new desirable shapes and colors, and all EXCLUSIVE STYLES in both street
From this line you can select a hat of the very best style, which will please you in every particular and at a
popular price.

$1

75 to $15.00

t

MEN'S WEAR DEPARTMENT
INTERWOVEN HOSE

OXFORDS

SILK SOX

All our Men's Silk Sox, in all desirable
All colors, the best hose made for men,
Men's Douglas Oxfords in 2 eyelet Sailor
Ties, either Patent or Gun Metal Tans in every pair guaranteed to wear or a new pair colors, double heel and toes, worth 75c pair,
to replace them, light and medium weight, in black, brown, gray or blue, special per pair
Button or Lace, newest models.
per pair

$3.50

In Silks,

Foulards are unusually strong
and come in an
excellent variety
of new desirable
h
and
colors.
The
Foulards is the
patterns
new thing in silks and are proving very popular. All
the rough weave silks are good and colors are very
dainty. Messalines are also much in demand in all
new colors.

4c

25c

MEN'S SPRING CLOTHING
Our stock of men's clothing for the new season includes the largest variety of good desirable styles we have ever shown. Blue Serges,
look well,
Fancy Blue Worsteds, Pencil Stripes, Brown and Gray Mixtures, all of the newest and best styles and patterns. Suits that
,
wear well and keep their shape. Prices from

$16.50 to $25.00

40-inc-

BOYS WASH SUITS

MALLORY HATS

MEN'S PAJAMAS

Our new line of Boys' Wash Suits is now
New Summer Pajamas for men in all the
Mallory Cravenette Hats, thoroughly wat- new shades, well made from plain and fancy er proof and fast colors, in all the new shapes on display and includes all desirable shades
and combinations, all colors, 2 2 to 7 years.
and shades, the hat of service.
Soisette in a variety of patterns.

$3.00 and $2.50

$3.50

5C

,

to $3.50

For Spring Oxfords and Pumps will be more pop
ular than ever. These come in short vamps, welt
soles and military heels, either with or without straps.
Interest centers in the new Cupid Toe Pump with
either one, two or
three straps. These
can be had in either
Velvet, Suede or PatThe
ent Leather.
new round toe walking shoe in. Patent
Leather with wide
extention sole is very
much in demand and
gives that desirable
mannish
effect so
much in vogue. Oxfords in Patent Lea
ther, Suede and Kid are also being much worn. Our
line in all the above is complete, including all sizes
and widths. U you want a shoe combining style,
comfort and service let us fit you.

75c to $1.35

$2.50 to $4.00

WATCH THIS SPACE

WATCH THIS SPACE
For Saturday Evening Specials

SANTA FE BLAMED

FOR DEATH OF
CONDUCTOR
CORONER'S JURY FINDS ENGINE
THAT BLEW UP WAS UNFIT
'
FOR SERVICE

La Junta, Colo., March he
result
of the coroner's inquest which, was
held here last week to examine into
the responsibility for the blowing up
of engine No- 933 at Earl, Colo., on
March 3rd, in which Conductor George
B. Brown, of Raton, N. M., was fatally injured, placing the responsibility
as follows:
"We, the jury, find that the said
George S. Brown, conductor of train
No. 700 on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe railway, came to his death
17.-T-

-

HERE IS A REMEDY
THAT WILL

JURE

ECZEMA

'

4WE PROVE IT"
Why waste time and money experi-

menting with greasy salves and lotions, trying to drive the eczema germ
from underneath the skin when the
O. G. Schaefer drug store guarantees
ZEMO, a clean liquid preparation for
external use to rid the skin of the
germ life that causes the trouble? One
application will relieve the itching
and oftentimes one bottle is sufficient
to cure a minor case of eczema.
In over 2,000 towns and cities in
America, the leading druggist has the
agency for ZEMO and he will tell you
of the marvelous cures made by this
clean, simple treatment. ZEMO is
recognized as the cleanest and most
popular treatment for eczema, pimples,
of skin
dandruff and all other
or scalp affections whether on Infant
or grown person. Will you try a bottle on our recommendation?
O. G. Sfhttter Drug Store.

ESTABLISHED

in an explosion of engine No. 933
by being burned and scalded near
liadrew, Colo., on March 3, 1911, and
find further from the evidence produc
ed that this engine was unsafe for
service and that the roundhouse fore
man at Raton was bo notified by the
engineer before leaving Raton. We,
the jury, therefore find that the said
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ral!- way is responsible for the death of
said conductor, George S. Brown,"
Traveling Engineer A. McCready
and Master Mechanic Peyton of La
Junta, both testified that, from the
examination of the engine, the only
thing that cou'd have caused the
blowing up of .the engine was a shortage of water, and that the engineer
alone was to blame. Engineer Woofter
testified that before leaving Raton,
he called attention of the roundhouse
foreman to the fact that the crown
sheet was burnt and that the bolts
were loose, but that he was given
orders to go out wifh the engine and
did so, not dreaming that there wa3
any danger of such an accident as
finally happened- His testimony waa
also to the effect that there was
plenty of water on the engine, the
tank having been filled at Trinidad,
16 miles from where the accident occurred. All the testimony was substantiated by the fireman. The coroner's verdict evidently distributed the
responsibility in such a way as to
place the direct blame on no particuIt was one of those
lar individual'.
unfortunate occurrences that are nor
easily conjectured or forestalled.
-

TEXAS MOTHERS' CONGRESS
Houston, Tex., March 17. Many
women of prominence in various parts
of the Btate are in Houston to atconference of
tend the
the Texas Congress of Mothers and
The
association.
gathering will continue over tomorrow and will have among its speakers Mrs. F. W. McAllister of San
Antonio, Mrs. J. W. McManus of Dalof Fort
las, Mrs. William Capps
Worth, Mrs. J. G. Sutton of Beaumont, Dr. Frederick Eby of the University of Texas, and F. M. Bralley,
state superintendent of public instruo.
tion.
semi-annu-

Parent-Teacher-

Dresses

One-Piec- e

Garments, Silks, Dress Goods, Wash
Goods, Hosiery, Neckwear, Fancy Goods and Novelties. Never have the styles been
more attractive, the colors and combinations' more beautiful or desirable. And never
have we had such an excellent variety of high class merchandise. Every garment in our
Ready -- to -- Wear Department has an individual distinctiveness and is as exclusive in style
creations in Women's

This season hold their usual strong style position. The
jackets are short, usually about 26 inches, while the skirts
are mediumly narrow. Plain tailored effects hare the
preference, though the more dressy models will also be
much In evidence.
Materlala run through a wide range of fabrics, with
Serges and Fancy Mixtures leading. The range of colors
is unusually large with Blues, Mixtures and Grays in the
lead.
The qualities are of the best, each garment carrying
Prices
our guarantee and the styles are EXCLUSIVE.
from

most dainty and attractive

s'

THE RAILROADS
AS COMMUNITY

For Saturday Evening Specials

1862

last year the increase in the number
of buildings during 1910 over 1909
shows a remarkable response on the
part of homeseekers and manufacturers to the advantages of the improvements which puts every point on Long
hour nearer New York.
Island one-haThe record shows that during 1910,
7,068 dwellings, 803 stores, 42 factories
and 604 miscellaneous structures were
erected as against 6,542 dwellings, 694
stores, 40 factories, and 441 miscellan-eu- s
buildings built in the preceding
year, showing a total gain of all classes of structures of 848.
This is a remarkblae showing and
is significant of what an enlightened
railway policy can accomplish, and
how soon the people are able to derive
the benefits of the vast amount of
money which the railroad 1b compelled
to spend in making these improvements.
That the capital has'been splendidly invested and that it will bring a
greater share of prosperity to the general public than to the railway, is fully appreciated by those who understand the ultimate results for these
reasons that a certain prominent railroad official in commenting upon the
attitude of the interstate commerce
commission in connection with the
advanced rate cases, affirmed that the
general public, in the long run, would
suffer far greater loss from the enforcement of an unprogressive railway
policy than1 would the carriers.

VERNAL EQUINOX
DOT FEW DAYS

NEW CONSTRUCTION

WORK STIM-

ULATES LOCALITIES, BENEFITING PEOPLE
In a general way it is understood
how great an advantage adequate railway facilities are to the development of
communities and localities, says the
Railway World. While there has been
a tremendous growth of railway construction in the United States during
the past half century, there are still
vast tracts of land,, involving millions
of acdes, which are still too far away
from the nearest railway to make their
development for anything but local
purposes practicable. Tremendous national wealth still lies dormant on this
account, and it is to be hoped that
this fact will be fully appreciated by
those government officials who now
practically have the authority to stimulate or deaden developments along
these lines.
Not only is this new construction
work of importance, but the improvement of facilities already established
must continue to influence, as it has
In the past, the development of commercial activities. For these Improvements, as well as for new construction, the railroads must largely procure the additional capital necessary
through the issuance of new securities
This can be accomplished only under
a liberal policy on the part of regulative authorities.
A striking Illustration of the great
impetus which is given to the development of certain localities through Improved, railway facilities is that of the
effect which the opening of the Pennsylvania railroad's tunnels under the
East river has. had upon the rapid
growth of building operations on Long
Island. Although these tunnels were
not ready for use ntll September of
,

PRINCESS CONGRATULATED
London, March 17 Princess Victoria Patricia, younger daughter of
the Duke and Duchess of Connaught,
received many handsome presents and
congratulations from her relatives
and friends today on the occasion of
her twenty-fift- h
birthday anniversary.
The princess, who is often spoken
of as the prettiest woman of the
British royal family, is looking forward with keen pleasure to her coming sojourn in Canada, where her
father soon is to succeed Eary Grey
as governor-general.
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Miss Olga Nethersole

SERIOUS
jj

ATMOSPHERICAL

(LIEBLER & CO., MGRS.)

And a splendid company of English and
American players in

J5$

With the approach of the vernal
which occurs on March 21,
many people are looking forward to m
atmospherical disturbances that will
result in rain or snow and perhaps 'y.
severe winds and electrical storms.
There Tias sprung up a popular belief
that such a disturbance is due at jkf
the time of the equinox.
The fact is, however, that the
stormy season of the year over the
North Atlantic begins with August
Wl
and continues with increasing severfa
ity until March or April. There is no
special period or day more likely than
another to be stormy. In the history
of the United States it has been noticed that the most severe storms
have had no close connection with the
equinoctial dates, and there are not
more than a dozen such In the course
of 200 years. The equinoctial storm
ie, therefore, simply a name given to
the heaviest storm that occurs within
a few weeks of the equinox.
The equinoxes are the points
through which the earth passes on its
orbit about the sun at the beginning
of the winter and summer seasons.
On the dates when the sun crosses the
equinoxes the days and nights are of
equal length. At the vernal or spring
equinox" the sun Is traveling from
south to north and in the northern
hemisphere the days-arlengthening.
At the autumnal equinox the days are
shortening.

m

equinox,

U
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PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
The only man who can afford
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleedibe a sluggard is the man who has a ng: or Protruding piles In 6 to 14
rich aunt to go to.
lava or money refunded. BOc.

t
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Tuesday, March 28
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DEVELOPERS

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

j

l

The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray
By HENRI BERNSTEIN

S

Adapted for the American Stage by LOUIS N. PARKER
author of "POMANDER WALK" and staged

l

fil

author of "THE THIEF"

$f

W

ty BEN GREET

PRICES:
Entire Lower Floor
Reserved Balcony
Gallery

...

$2.00

Jjjf

....$1.50

lf$

'.'.$loO

GROSS, KELLY

& CO.

(Inooporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS

and Dealers In
WOOL. HIDES anas PELTS
BAIN

WAGONS-RAC- INE

VEHICLEk'TiS!

SEVEN HOUSES

'

East Las Vegas, N M Albuquerque, N. M.,
Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M
' .
Trinidad, Colorado
WIT

Subscribe for Tim Optic
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Our Full Line of Orocerie 00 Sale
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BOUNTIES THAT

11

SIDELIGHT THROWN ON SUBJECT
BY "JOSHING" LETTER BETWEEN TWO NIMRODS
Evidently undying fame nas
come enthroned upon the brow ot S.
L. Fisher of Mineral Hill because of
his slaying of a mountain lion a
short time ago. In addition to desiring to crown Mr. Fisher with wreaths
and sing songs to his praise his
friends ar0 now beginning to shower
him with money. Read the letter to
Mr. Fisher which C- - V. Shearer has
asked The Optic to publish:
"Mr. S. L. Fisher,
"Mineral Hiill, N. M.
"Dear Sir:
"I read in the Las Vegas Daily
Optic that you applied for the bounty
on a couple of wl'd cats and a lion.
When I consider the time and trouble you were caused in killing these
animals, and bringing their skins to
town to apply for the bounty, I believe that you should receive some
remuneration; so I am sending you
in care of The Optic, 3 cents (three
cents) cash. Please call for it.
"Very truly yours,
"C. V. SHEARER.
"P. S. Don't kill any more predatory animals if you expect any compensation, for I'm broke, and San Miguel county claims to be; besides,
when you apply for a bounty consider
the annoyance you cause the county
officials by making them repeat the
old promise that the bounties will be
paid, "along next month sometime."
be-

' BOSTON CELEBRATES
Boston, March 17. The observance
iof the 135th anniversary of the eval
uation of the town of Boston by the
British on Sunday, March 17, 1776,
brought about by the activity of the
Continentals in fortifying Dorcnester
Heights, and Hooks Hill, was celebrated with unusual spirit today, particularly in South Boston, where the
A large
British forces embarked.
'military and civic parade was the
spectacular feature of the day's
cele-'bratio-

BREAKING OUT
ALL OVER BODY
Itched Dreadfully. When Scratched

.

It would Bleed and Become Very
Sore, Could Scarcely Sleep as
the Itching was Worse at Night.
Dreaded Putting Hands in Water.

Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment 3
Weeks. Trouble all Disappeared.
" Some time ago I had a breaking out
all over my body. It first started like
van kwbc nvna
wuut
and itched dreadfully.
When I scratched it, it
would bleed and become
very sore. I tried almost everything for the
but none gav
itching
me mtwth mliof T fnillf4
scarcely sleep as the
itching was always
worse at night. My
hands were so sore I
dreaded putting them
in vatfir anH ii f f dP T
t. Jifllioa t Ar Iminrlrv wnrlr
l
other soaps they
that required the use ofThis
went on for
were always worse.
Then
I used Cuticura
about six months.
Cuticura
Ointment, and m
Soap and
two of three weekshe trouble all disappeared. I always found that my hands
were worse (with a dry scale on them)
after using any cheap soap but tne
Cuticura Soap produced such aa sootning
pleasure
feeling on my skin that it waswonders
to use it. I also know what
ror a
done
have
Cuticura Remedies
friend of mine, so I would recommend
them to any one. Mrs. Delaware
Wilmington,
Barrett. 611 King St..
Del., Nov. 15, 1909."
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There are 800 union coal wagon
drivers in New York.
A bill for the better protection of
workmen has been introduced in the
Ontario legislature.
members of the
Of the fifteen
Board of Aldermen of Poughkeepsio,
N. Y., eight are union men.
On May 8, at Toronto, Ont-- , tha
Order of Railroad Telegraphers will
hold its annual convention.
In six years the indebtedness of the
Toronto Labor Temple has been reduced from ?32,000 to J10.500.
The Sailors' Union of the Pacific
has appropriated $25,000 for the aid
of the striking seamen of the Grea'.
Lakes.
A
furniture factory is
to be established in Guelph, Canada,
toward which $4,000 has so far been
subscribed.
unions of the
There are twenty-on- e
allied printing trades in New York
of
City, with a total membership
more than 25,000.
The International Bricklayers' Union has recently installed three Mexican unions in El Paso, San Antonio
and Brownsville, Texas.
Kansas City, Mo., is the headquarters of six international organizations
of organized labor having a combined
membership of nearly 200,000.
The engineers in the lumber camps
of British Columbia are at present
receiving $S0 to $85 a month with
board. A few months ago they received but $50.
Conferences are still continuing at
Calgary, Alberta, between the mine
owners and the workers in the mines.
The open shop is the principal point
in dispute.
Montreal manufacturers propose the
of
a '"home market
organization
league," to comprise every .Canadian
Industry and to appeal to the patrio
tism of the consumers.
Canadian railway men will ask
that legislation be enacted making
railways responsible for compensation for all injuries to their employes,
nd matter what the cause-Owinto a strike of the stage
hands in Hartford, Conn., and their
refusal to perform their duties pending an adjustment, the theaters have
cancelled all attractions. A strong district council of union
carpenters, embracing five towns, has
been organized in Wisconsin. The
places represented are Oshkosh,
Berlin, Neenah and Menasha.
The number of wage earners in
Michigan has Increased from 81,930
in 1909, to 89,472 in 1910, while, according to' the same statistics, there
has been an average increase in wages
from $1.99 to $2.04.
San Francisco, Calif., Typographical union is making arrangements for
the entertainment of 5,000 delegates
during the month of August, when the
national convention of the Interna- tioal Typographical Union will con
vene there.
CLEVELAND FUND COMPLETED
Newark, N. J., March 17. It is un

derstood that former United States
Senator Dryden will make formal an
nouncement tomorrow of the comple
tion of the $100,000 Cleveland memoanni
rial fund, on the seventy-fourtversary of Mr. Cleveland's birth. The
fund Is to he used to erect a tower
at Princeton University in memory
of the former president of the United
States.
h

Special Medicine for Kidney Ait
merits
Many elderly people have found in
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick re
lief and permanent benefit from kidney and bladder ailments and from an
noying urinary lrregularitlos due to
advancing years. Isaac N. Regan,
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
Remedy effected a complete cure In
my case and I want others to know
of it" O. 0. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

PARCELING

OUT

JOBS BEGINS SOON
NO END
PROVIDES
OF SOFT SNAPS AT REMUNERATIVE SALARIES

CONGRESS

Washington, March 17. With the
near approach of the assembling of
congress the gaththe
ering of the office seekers has given
the hotel lobbies an appearance of
old times. While the extension of
the civil service in late years has
greatly reduced the number of of
flcial
positions to be distributed
the
faithful, the new demoamong
cratic house will still have at its disposal 500 or more jobs, many of them
of excellent salary proportions.
The two best positions are tho5
of clerk of the house, and sergeant-at-armThey pay $5,000 each a year.
The doorkeeper's place pays $4,500,
and is next best on the list, these
being big jobs, and a few mors of
the $3,000 and $3,500 class are filled
by party caucus.
There are more good positions under the clerk of the house than in
any other branch. The journal clerk
draws $4,000, the chief clerk $4,000,
the reading cftrk $3,600, the second
talley clerk
reading clerk $3,000,
$3,000,
parliamentary clerk $3,600,
printing clerk $2,500, disbursing clerk
$2,500, file clerk $2,750, enrolling clerk
$3,000. In addition, there are more
than fifty minor clerks under the
clerk of the house drawing anywhere
from $750 a year to $2,250.
There is another set of employes
sergeant-at-armunder
the
The
makes $2,500 a year, the
deputy
cashier $3,000, and nine or ten more
who make $712 a year up to $2,500.
The house postmastership Is a comfortable berth. It pays $3,000 annually
and there is an assistant who gets
Also there are twelve messen-ger- s
$2,000.
to distribute the mail and receive for their work $1,200 a year
each.
The largest number of employes in
any one branch works under the doorkeeper. There are not less than sevenof them. The assistant doorty-two
keeper gets $2,500 a year, while the
assistants and others in that department get paid from $750 a year up
to $2,250- The superintendent of the house
document room drams $2,500 a year,
and his chief assistant $1,800. There
are about ten other assistants who
are paid $1,200 to $1,400 for their
In all there are about sixty
jobs in the house folding room. The
superintendent of the folding corps
gets $2,500 a year, and the others are
paid from $600 to $2,000 a year.
The other house employes include
ten cloak room attendants who get
about $1,000 a year each, and thero
are twice that many pages who are
on the rolls at $75 a month during
sessions.
Sixty-secon-

d

ser-vice-

A.

Papen

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge
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New York's Telephone Directory
Threo times a year, in March, In
June and November, the half million
telephone directories required by Man
hattan subscribers are delivered by
the telephone company. The last delivery that, was made ocer, 1,000 tons
of books, old and new, were handled.
The first directory of. telephone
users in New York, city was published
in 1S78, and was printed on a placard,
there being some 252 names in the
entire list. At the present .time the
printed list of telephone subscribers
in New York city makes a book of
approximately" 650 pages, and each
book weighs three pounds and is nearly a foot square. It is estimated that
these directories are consulted by
neaily 2,000,000 persons every day.
A force of aome 600 men Is required
for th3 delivery of each issue. This
force is to- - the most part composed of
temporary employes, and includes
men from all walks of lfe. There are
found in tho ranks former railroad
men, engineers, lawyers, clerks, etc.
The writer well remembers a medical student who i'ollowed the job
several issues, and only heard recently of a clergyman and an
for the office of governor of
the state of New York who applied
for work.
Manj' of these men have seen better days. Most of them get into this
work only asa last resort because
they are down and out. This work
is aleo attractive to sneak thieves,
and it is neccessarx for the distributing agents to maintain a blacklist ef
such characters for their own
pro-tecfo- n

The now diiwloi'ie

we forwarded by
to vuriuuu blutlons from
wuicii mo dol voi les ttu- made, where
tiid) tt.ru recuvt.U, counted and sljjued
lor by uu accredited a,;eut of the
cno
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Do yon know that of all the minor
ailments colds are by far the most
daneeroua? It Is not the cold itself
that you need to fear, but the seriqus
diseases that it often leads to.- Most
of these are known as germ diseases.
ana consumption are
memnonia
amonx them. Why not take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and cure your
cold while you can? For sale by all
druggists.

DRINK CURE

punter

-

uismbutlng company.
in New York city tho distribution
lb started simultaneously from several stations in the lower end of Manhattan and in the Borough Hall section of Brooklyn. On account of the
large number of stations in these sections approx'mately 80,000 directories
are delivered the fir.t day, ,and from
40,000 to 50,000 a day for the next
three or four days, after which the
daily distribution equals the number
of books the printer is able to make.
The contract for printing the New
York City telephone directories con
stitutes one of the largest printing or
ders in the United States and prob
ably in ihe v.'orld. Two of the largest
paper mills In the country are oc
cupied for more than six months of
the year in making paper for these
directories, and, on account of the
large quantity used, a paper of slightly better grade than the ordinary-newis obtained, this paper being
known as telephone paper.
In a similar manner a special brand
oflnk is manufactured for the telephone directory work, this ink being
known as telephone, black or telephone blue, depending on. the color
used. The printers who handle this
work have found it neccessary to install special printing and binding
machinery in order to produce the
directories on schedule time. Telephone Review.

The men &i o recruited at some central station and divided into crews of A girl always wants to marry s
from fifty to 100, each crew In charge certain man but nine times out if
of a foreman, who has assigned to a possible ten she ties up with one
him two clerks and several assistants. who Is more or less uncertain.

Saved His Life
Feels 20 Years Younger
After Mr. H. Freeman had
C

become an absolute physical
wreck from years of hard
work, he was completely restored to health and strength
by Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, the grand old family

'

medicine.
He writes :

"I

honestly believe

I owe my life to the use of Duffy's

Pure Malt Whiskey. After 31
years of hard work as book-keepand expert accountant, I suffered
a complete physical breakdown and
was compelled to give up my work
entirely. I tried numerous
remedies, but instead of improving,
my condition grew steadily worse.
A hard, dry cough and frequent
night sweats were gradually sapping what little vitality I had left.
A friend brought me a bottle of
mr. H. Chester freeman.
Duffy s Pure Malt Whiskey and
induced me to give it a trial. Almost immediately I began to feel a
than ever before and
change for the better. I am working harder y
feel as I did twenty years ago. Nothing in the world but Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey brought about my present condition, and I am never without a bottle of this wonderful stimulant in my room. It is my only
medicine." ' H. Chester Freeman, 224 South Clark St., Chicago, 111.
er

-
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PHOENIX AWAITS ROOSEVELT
Phoenix, Ariz., March 17. Phoenix
is decorated with flags and bunting
in anticipation of the arrival of
Roosevelt tomorrow morning. The distinguished visitor is expected to remain In Phoenix over
Sunday. Tomorrow afternoon he will
press a button opening a gate in the
great Roosevelt dam and in the evening Miss Ethel Roosevelt will turn
on the electric light above the dam.

THREE DAY

Duffy's Pure MaltWhiskey

is one of the greatest strength builders and tonic stimulants known to
science. Its palatability and freedom from injurious substances render it so
that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach. Overworked men,
delicate women and sickly children will find in it the health and strength-givin- g
properties that are so necessary to them. It strengthens and sustains
the system ; is a promoter of health and longevity ; makes the old feel
It is prescribed by
young and keeps the young strong and vigorous.
physicians and recognized as a family medicine everywhere. You should
have it in your home. It will do you good.
If in need of advice, write Medical Department, The Duffy Malt
Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y., stating your case fully. Our doctors will
send you advice free, together with a valuable illustrated medical booklet,
containing rare common sense rules for health which you cannot afford to
be without, and some of the many thousands of gratifying letters from
men and women in all walks of life, both old and young, who have been
cured and benefited. Sold IN SEALED BOTTLES ONLY by druggists,
grocers and dealers or direct, $1.00 per large bottle.

Originated Compounded and
Administered by Experienced Physicians
The Neal internal1 treatment A Guaranteed Contract
cures tha periodical, occasional
or moderate drinker the habitual A
guaranteed bond and contract
and excessive drinker and the ner- is
given each 'patient agreeing to
vous man who has to drink effect
a perfect cure or refund the
to keep from becoming
at the end of third day.
more nervous. It takes away money
all inclination to drink, all desire
A Modern Treatment
and craving for drink by neutral
izing the poison of alcohol in the The Neal is a Physician's
system and ridding the blood of Cure for the drink habit; it is
the poison by a rapid process of the most modern and perfect of
elimination leaving the drinker in known treatments, originated by
the same normal condition he was a physician, and administered by
in before tasting liquor, so far as experienced physicians. It never
the effect of alcohol may be con fails.
cerned all appetite for drink
Call, write or phone 321 "for free
gone and he a new man.
book and copy of contract; Neal
No Hypodermic Injections
Institute Co., 512 N. Second St.,
The Neal internal treatment ef- Albuquerque, N. M. .All comfects a perfect cure in three days munications strictly confidential.
Bank references given.
without hypodermic injections.

New Mexico's Largest
Implement House
McCormick

Jno. Deere

Charles Ilfeld Co.

Plows
Corn Drills
Cultivators
Harrows
Listers

Mowers
Binders
Rakes
Twine

ICO

Van Brunt
Grain Drills

Osborne

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
Case-IIeebn-

Disk and
Peg Tooth
Harrows

Wagons
Buggies

Field and
Garden

Harness
Saddles

Windmills
Pumps

Tents

Hay

Presses Wagon
Covers

Seeds

er

Grain and
Bean Threshers

True Temper Hand

Implements

For the Special Trade
Brandies Whis keys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy
Apricot Brandy
5

Stars

O. H. Mumms t;Co.

Different Brands

17

of Bourbon and
Rye, so we have
your brand.

California Brandy

Pommery
GreatWeste

Sauterners'

Virginia Dare

Claret

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Nieroteiner

jmrsteiner

Imported Port and Sherry also'White Port Wine.

'

C.T.

FARLEY,

Prop.
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of tea is less per capita than almost
any other groat nation's, but it is in
creasing steadily, principally on the
score of economy- - It is ud that a
pound of tea will provide 250
pups of satisfactory beverage white
cottee will
two pounds of
about
make only
sixty cups., k
When our government oegau its
crusade againat ' impure and ' adulterated foods it was found that in the
coloring matter most frequently used
delay greater danger. We have
color-eatinlu
a
people
into
veloped
that the complexion of our food fig
ures very largely in our choice. We
demand that our butter shall always
be a golden yellow, and are perfectly
satisfied if about nine months of the
year it is necessary to color every
cat
pound of the product Tomato
conwe
or
red
be
bright
Bup should
sider it inferior. Hams must be tho
right shade of pink and green peas
must be greener than the day they
were picked. We give pink dinners,
green luncheons, lavender suppers,
and at each function the shades of
the. food offered must correspond to
the general scheme of decoration even
to the mint wafers and ices.
The government has played sad
havoc with chromatic menus. It i3
becoming more and more difficult to
match the dishes. .The government
lint nnrmlt Durole sausages and
even the traditional red and blue
candy sticks are being tabooed. Bu.
there is a deep feeling that the gov
ernment is doing the right thing. It
nrntectlnjr us aeainst our own
o
vanity and ignorance. The teas
the future may not be so appealing
to the eye, but they will be better
for the stomach. Therefore what we
lose In esthetic appreciation we gain
In physical

in his ueieruii
nation to exieuu to them "every possible right ana privilege toiiiLutiil
uh lue situation and j et r enforce
even justice under the law. Aldisappointed, they
though deeply
gUDinitted to his decision where a
ruler Of less firmness and less kind-- '
ness would have aroused them to attempt a revolution.;
This same spirit of
justice has been manifested recently
in Mr-- Taft's attitude towards the
colonies of bankers and other men
of high standing w ho have been serving terms of imprisonment in' the
at Leavenfederal penitentiaries
other
and
Atlanta
places. De
worth,
spite the tremendous Influence that
have been exerted to induce him to
grand them pardons, or at least com
mutations of sentences, Mr. Taft has
steadily refused to interfere, turning
their cases over to Attorney General
Wickersham to be dealt with accord
ing to the dictates of law and Justice,
tempered with mercy only where the
circumstances may Justify such ac
tion. There are strong extenuating
circumstances In the cases of some
of these hapless men, particularly in
consideration of their advanced age
and physical infirmities, not to speak
of the fact that the disgrace of one
day's imprisonment is as severe pun
ishment to men of their former high
position as years of like penalty
would be to an ordinary hardened
fe'on. Nevertheless, President Taft
had dealt out justice to them from
"the same old iron spoon," which he
has used in the cases of poor and
friendless convicts. Imperial enforcement of the law is the great need ot
this country, and President Taft's
course with regard to these rich, in
fluentlal bankers is a wholesome and
refreshing example for others In high
places to follow.
win their conaueuce,

SUBSCftlPTION RATES
Oaiiy Per Year, by Carrier .... 7.50
Daily Per Month, by Carrier...
.65
Daily Per Week, by Carrier .. .15
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Per Year, by Mali
2.00
ix Months

1.00
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C03IPULSOKV MILITAKY
S1.K ICJi

I2aglaud and the United Ktai.es are
tho only large powers where coiupul
eory service in the army in times ol
Pace is not required, writes 11. H.
Windsor in Popular .Mechanics iUaga
suae. From time to time, and more
frequently of late, we are told thai.
heiore many years have passed, it
will be necessary to enforce one to
three (years inilitary service here
d
from every
young man.
The Idea Is extremely repungnant, for
while the physical and disciplinary
value Is admitted, It would mean the
taking of the- very years in which
the average young man really fits
himself for his life work. To re'turn
to this preparatory work after threa
years of military life is by no means
easy, as anyone who has dropped hla
studies for two years, well knows.
The training to obey without dispute,
to be punctual and respectful, are
things iu which the American boy is
lacking, but could not all this ba rea
eonably accomplished with drill ol
one hour, or less, a day, compulsory
if necessary, for all boys in upper
grade publlo schools and students in
Jiigh schools end colleges? Moreover,
- It should not
be forgotten that the
average American, boy is a very fair
shot and with a minimum of training
would quickly become an excellent
sharpshooter. With, a fair knowledge
of tactics acquired at an age when
he learns easily and rapidly, he would
develop into an excellent soldier ten
years later, if necessity required his
services. In a very short time. There
are many things in our modern school
curriculum for which military training might be substituted with very
great advantage. In cities of sufficient
size, tho instruction could be by a
regular army man; in the small towns
and country districts, the training
would be less efficient both through
Inferior instruction and lack of that
enthusiasm which comes only from
massed forces, yet much could be a
compllshed even there.
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lJiiGIN SWATTLNO 11.ILS
Killing all the liies in the house
with a "spatter" may not seem such
a great act, since it can be performed by a little child, but the child
The hous
may be killing giants.
y is now known to be a menace to
health and the means by . which dio
ease is spread.
Already the fly has arrived in Las
Vegas, ready for a thriving business
during the coming summer. Millions
will come in his wake bringing dis
ease and death with them and spreading it wherever they go.
Other cities all over the country
are having "clean up" days, and Las
Vegas should have several of them.
The health officers might start them
now. At least they might well star:
a crusade against the breeding places
of flies. Action at this time will decimate the flies by several billion, if
taken in time, and lessen the danger
of disease in corresponding ratio.
Every householder who fails to take
precaution against the fly is exposing itself to disease and perhaps to
death. One of the bravest expeditions
that Hercules every assayed was the
slaying of the hydra, a
monster fabled to have made his
lair in a stagnant lake In Greece. At
frequent intervals this creature would
swoop down upon a city and devour
its inhabitants. So terrible were ita
depredations and such a blessing was
Its death that the legend has lived
through all the centuries that follow11

many-heade-

STOPPEDjBY
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even-hande- d

Entered t the Pogtoffice at Eait
Las Vegat, New Mexico, for transmit-lo- n
through the United State Mailt
a second class matter.
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AT Y. M. C. A.

Tomorrow evening the members of
the four teams that participated in
the Y. M. C. A. basketball league during the season just closed will be
guesls of the association at a banquet
to be served in the Y. M. C. A. gymorganizations
nasium. The lucky
which will put their knees under the
table at the "big feed" are the No
mal University, the Las Vegas High
school, the Seniors, and the Business
men. The banquet will be served under the general direction of Mrs
George Fltzslmmons who will be assisted by sereral of Las Vegas' prettiest and most popular girls. Secrecy
Is being maintained concerning the
menu but it will be one well calculated to appeal to the strenuous appe-tie- s
of tho athletes.

TRAINS

DERAILED

DEVICE

SAFETY1

AN AUTOMATIC

lBlllmEJJMILMre:niiPgiMBiajg

-

A DAYS

.

train over broken raiU
on a leased track near wasningion,
D. C, everj" afternoon, J. T. Andrews'
By driving a

an Alabama railroad man is endeav
oring to convince government othcials
that his- safety appliance will prevent
the derailment of railway locomotives
and cars from any other cause tnaa
tho deliberately w icked machinations
of man.
Tho invention is simple- - It consists ot two extra whee's, two rollers,
a value operating the emergency
to prevent the
brakes, and a
should It
fal'ing of the brake-beawheels
extra
The
break.
to
happen
aro of smaller diameter than the reg
ular wheels and are attached to the
axle by a case bolted to the axle;
the. extra wheels, with heavy dougle
flanges and faces of 12 in., flttin
just insido the regular wheels. The
face, are Imrollers, also of 12-ito the jourattached
movable, being
nals Just outside the regular wheels.
The case strengthens the axlo and
prevents damage if it should break.
The rollers, when In use, distribute
the weight of the car on tho tracks.
A number of illustrations in the April
number of Popular Mechanics Maga
zine illustrate the action of the de
:
vice,

to Saturday Mcvrch 18. Inclusive
in- - r
Final Clearance Prices on All "inter Goods. Special
wducements for Early Buyers onallNe- ; jj-Spring
March

Wednesday

semi-savage- s,

Merchandise

During this

4

i3

This means that you can buy

$30.00 Suits for $20.00
$25.00 Suits for $16.65
$22.5o Suits for $15.00
$ 18.00 Suits for $12.00
All

the new Spring Suits are included in this sale. Hany new patterns
the famous Alfred Benjamin and L. System Clothes
Four days special prices on all men's separate trousers.
A large stock of all the new goods to select from.

hot-blood-

P

"

-

vf

of

.

All $1.25

Shirts

pcr

Hose, black or
tan, 3 pairs for GOK

and $1.50 Of

15c

OtJe

i

$ioo and
CONCERT AND PLAY TONIGHT
This evening In the Duncan opera

house will take place the big concert
and play for the benefit of the Church
of the Immaculate Conception. An
immense audience will be present as
is evidenced by the large number of
advance reservations of seats that has
been made. For several weeks those
who will take part in the entertainment have been drilling and the entire program will be one of enjoyment.
The first half of the program will
be devoted to a fairy play In which
a large number of children will participate. This is expected to be pop
lar with the audience, as It Includes
many features that will be both a surprise and a delight. The second portion of the program will be made up
of musical numbers by some of Las
Vegas' best talent. , Irish songs and
melodies will predominate.

$1.50

Sweaters

All

al

New Spring Hats,

65c

$35 values

$4 and

(Dp63

$5 Cp65
m)

Sweaters

Men's Underwear during this sale 14 to 13 Off
300 pairs Men's $3 and $3.50 shoes at $2.35

Sale Commences Wednesday Morning, March, 15, and Closes

Saturday Night, March 18.

ONE PRICE TO ALL

PLEASED OR MONEY BACK

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

WOMEN'S NEW FOULARD DRESSES

REPORTS
lover of nature eagerly awaits the first crocus in the Early
Spring, so does usually every woman enthusiastically greet the
first notes of the season.
Fashion promises a decided vogue
for Foulard Dresses. Women will undoubtedly be surprised at
the large collection we have assembled

1,000. Market steady. Native steers.
$5. 50 6. 60; southern steers, $4.75
per cent. Prime mercantile 6; southern cows and heifers, $3.25
2
per cent. Mexican dol- 5.25; native cows and' heifers. $3
paper,
lars 45. Amalgamated 63
Sugar 6.23; stockers and feeders, $4.50
119. Atchison 107
Great Northern 5.90; bulls, $45.25; calves, $4.50
New York Central 107. 7.50; western steers,
$4.756.25;
pfd. 127
Northern Pacific 123
Reading western cows, $325525.
Hogs 8,000. Market steady. Bulk.
156
Southern Pacific 116
. HONEY AND STOCKS
New York, March 17. Call money

22

8

44

3--

Union Pacific

174

Steel

$6856.95; heavy, $6.806.95;

77

ers and butchers,

pfd. 118

$6.907.
Sheep

HE1AL

6,000.

$6.857;

pack-

LINEN SUITINGS, SILKS, INDIA LINENS, PERSIAN LAWNS
AND DRESS MATERIALS NOW DISPLAYED

light.

Honest Linen, every stitch of it, stanch of weave and pearl of
tint. Your wardrobe is not complete, without some half dozen
garments made from the above named materials
tff

Market ten to fifteen

higher. Muttons, $45.25;
New York, March 17. Lead, dull, cents
fed. wethers and
$4. 40 4. 50; standard copper, weak. lambs, $5.506'.40;
fed wester.i
yearlings,
$4.255.75;
Spot and May, $11.8011.90. Silver
ewes, $4 4. 75.
63.

3--

3--

3--

LoyelylColors and Designs in
Imported Cottons
Because the fine French Imported Cottons,
Swiss Muslins, Organdies, Dimities and Tulles
outrival all other cottons in beauty, they make
the most picturesque little frocks for out door
gatherings or evening affairs.
Many lovely colors and designs are to be
found in the Dress Goods Department.

$2.605.90; calves, $6.258.50.

Market slow. Light,
mixed,
$6.807.15;
heavy, $6. 65 7. 05; rough, $5.65
6.80; good to choice heavy, $6.80
7.05; pigs, $6.607.20; bulk, $6.85
7.10.
Hogs

15,000.

$Q.957.05;

New Wash Frocks for Girls
3 to 17' Years of

Market strong to
Sheep 10,000.
five cents higher. Native, $35.75;
western,
yearlings,
$$.S55.25;
$4.555.C5; lambs and natives, $5
6.50; western, $5.256.60-

Age

These new Wash Frocks for girls come in

particularly pretty plaids, and in models which
fit perfectly the figure of the average
girl of
...
this
age.

-

.

Ginghams start at $3.75,

start at $1.50.
:

'

l'UKITY VS. COLOK
According to government direction,
after May 1 no more artificially colored teas can be imported into the
United States. This is a move In
fulfillment of the larger purposes of
the pure food act and it is an important one, say the experts. The beautiful green teas that appear to have
preserved their natural tints through
the drying and curing processes will
soon' be sold in dull and inartistic
browns and yellows. The dyes that
have been used by the Chinese for
centuries, to impart luster and uniformity to the leaves are condemned
as .injurious. America's, consumption
W V V V I
Ui i .it
V g

Off

As a

s

o

:.r;

days sale we will sell all Men's Suits at exactly

tie-bea-

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

fever that It has been named "tha
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
typhoid fly." It breeds in uncleanli-nesChicago, March 17. Wheat, May
and bears the poison of Its birth- 90
Corn, May .j
July 88
place wherever it goes. And it goes
Oats, ; May 31
July 50 .1-everywhere.
Pork, May $17.22
July 31
Two things are necessary to proLard, May $9; July
July $16.47
tect the community from this Insect
$8.90. Ribs, May $9.40; July $8.92
In the season now drawing near: All
'
sanitary ordinances must be rigidly
enforced and each individual must
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
take extraordinary safeguards In h!
Kansas City, March 17. Cattle,
own home. There will be few or no
flies In a neighborhood that Is thoroughly clean.
.

15

-

Yet the ordinary house fly with Its
six feet is sb much a curse and 3
A TAFT QUALITY
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
WOOL
peril to cities of tho present day ad
was the storied hydra of old. Indeed,
Chicago, March 17. Cattle, 2,000.
St. Louis, March 17. Wool. Market
One of the sterling traita of PresiMarket
Its invasions are even more danger- unchanged- - Territory
strong. Beeves, $5.206.58;
Western
and
dent Taft's character, arising probTexas steers, $4.405.65;
western
ous because its seeming Insignificance mediums, 1922; fine mediums, 16
ably from his early experience as a disarms our fears. The house
is 18; fine, 1213.
stockers and
steers,
fly
$4.755.90;
jurist, is his profound respect for the such a common carrier of
feeders, $4 5. 80; cows and heifers,
typhoid
law.. The phase of his makeup has
been made manifest throughout his
entire public career in a rare degree.
It is shown- in his disposition to treat
all persons as equal before the law
and consequently to render justice
with firmness and Impartiality in his
dealings with all classes of people
as well as all nationalities, regardless of 'birth or circumstances.
It
was this rare quality that gave him
such a strong bold upon the esteem
and regard of tho Filipinos when he
was governor general of tho Philippines. No other man in publlo life,
perhaps, could (have succeeded so
well in his treatment of these
who were untaught, undisciplined and wholly without experience In tho way of civilized society.
He was literally the man of the hour
when ihe time 'arrived 'in,.the course
of their first general assembly under
American rule, or, in fact, any Bort
of rule, to inform them that their
hopes of independent
could not be realized in this generapeotion. An impatient,
ple, accustomed to the injustices of
Spanish rule and suspicious of all
strange domination, it required a
man of Mr. Taft's proven Impartiality and just but kindly dealings to
curb --their natural impatience and '
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Fancy Madras

White Canvas Pumps and Oxfords

for Children
WAKE-U- P

Continuous Alarm

Skes 5' Childs to 5'
per pair

$1.00

SUNBEAM

Intermittent Alarm
$1.50
10
Oar Usual
Per Cent Discount for Cash

515-51- 7

II
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mill
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styles
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Store of Quality"
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Opposite
Castaneda

Avenue

E . Las Vegas
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Hotel
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The

Colonel M. M. Padgett has returned
irom Albuquerque.-- .
.

I

,

WESTGARD DROVE

persoxals

Prescriptioriisj

Z

INTO LAS VEGAS

.

BIG SALE OF DELIVERY WAGON
METAL BEDS DRIVERS ARE

-

FRONTIER SKETCHES
LUTE WILCOX IN FIELD AND. FARM

j

r--

The

man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility is'Jnever
lost sight of for a
moment
in prescription filling.
Every
prescription leaving our
store Is fatrWesT from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
ana sure if we fill your

waiao ward of Slera Madre,
is in the'city on a brief busi-

ness trip. ...
Mrs. D. E. Lynch left this after
noon for an extended visit to friends
In Chicago.
M. R. Ewan, resident of
Shoemaker,
was among the business visitors in
Las Vegas today.
A. McCready, division
traveling en
gineer for the Santa Fe, is in town
on official business. .
Mrs. G- - L. Swearngin of Lamy, was
in Las Vegas today visiting friends
and relatives ana shopping in the
local stores.'
Charles TeWitt, who has been here
here some time visiting his uncle, R.
B. Schoonmaker, has returned to his
home in Morris, 111.
L. L. Collier has arrived from Ash
Fork, Ariz., and will take the position
of Santa Fe division foreman, with
headquarters In Las Vegas.
City Clerk, Charles Tamme has returned from Raton, where he went
to attend a meeting of the board of
trustees of the Miners' hospital.
I.,
Mrs. D. L. Batchelor left yesterday for, Emporia, Kan.,- where alio
will visit her daughter, Miss . Nellie,
who is attending the Kansas
State
Normal. Later Mrs. Batchelor will go
to Salina to visit friends.

prescription.

WINTERS

DRIjG

iT

"ana Mr, si. a. Van Houten of
bhoemaker were in the city today.

CO.

Phone Main 3

NOTED

NOON
EXPERT

AUTOMOBILE

Western
Garden
Seed

!

TRIP IN MOTOR TRUCK

-:-

i

GROSS VIOLATIONS

-

'

At noon today there arrived m Las
egaa the heaviest ana most powei
lul gasoline-drive- n
teniae mat iiu
ever attempted a tianscoinuieiii.ii
journey, ibe machine is Cue ,bauier
motor truck, it is ou its way nom
t)enver to ban Francisco ana is being driven by A- L. VVesiaru, prtB.-deiof the Touring Cluu of Amend
and special road representative
oi
the United States.
Yve&lUlu lit KliunU, uy lcpuu-uoleubu, iu ueaiiy evcijuou; m
ew mexieu, especially inooe wlij
Ill-

u

at

DE-

-

h

v

n,

Carelessness ana
have
cause me arrest oi ioar drivers u
delivery wagons wimin the past 24
uours. tjuch of the drivers wan required to pay a nue in tne court ot
folice Judge D. It. Murray, iu many
parts of the city the- drivers have a
habit of driving across the siuewalka
in order to make short cuts while
on their rounds. This is against city
ordinances. It is an annoyance to property owners and damages the sidewalks where they are crossed continually by the wagons and horses.
City Marshal Ben Coles has given
instructions to the police to arrest
every driver caught driving across the
wa'ks. He has notified .the proprietors
of all establishments employing delivery wagons to warn their drivers
not to drive across wa'ks or private
property.
During the spring season there is
also much complaint about chickens
and domestic animals being allowed
to run loose. They are a great annoyance to people who are endeavoring to improve their lawns and get
gardens started.
-

$4.85 for

This Week

$11 45 for a $15.00 Vernis
Martin bed with
Continuous Posts.
$11.65 for $15.00 Square Post
Vernis Martin Iron Beds, the
newest noveliy.
$13.95 for a $17.50 Brass Bed
with
Posts, a royal treat
for those wanting a Brass Bed.

Look at window display for
Big Reductions in other metal
beds.

coast-to-coa-

Papen i

ALSO DRESSERS

THE

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y.

M. C. A..

E. Las Vegas

the opinion in the east regarding the
delay to statehood for New Mexico.
He said the remarks heard by him
were regretful. He says New Mexico
is attracting the attention of eastern
people and they are a'l hoping for
statehood for this territory almost as
strongly as are the New Mexicans
themselves.
Mr. Westgard, after reaching San
Francisco on this trip, will return by
rail to New York. From that city,
which is his home, he will motor to
Seattle. Then he will establish an
automobile route from Canada to Mex
ico, following as' near as possible the
Pacific coast. He expects to - complete, before the expiration of a year,
five trips across the continent by auto.
Mr. Westgard takes a large number of photos along the route. These
will be turned over with his report to
the United States and to the Touring
Club of America. Many of the pictures are illustrative of the methods
used in bracing bridges and extricating the car from mud holes.'
Accompanying Mr. Westgard on this
trip are A. C. Thompson, general
agent, for the Saurer truck, his son,
W. M. Thompson, and George McLean,
chauffeur.
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
cough remedy I ever used as it quick
ly stoped a severe cough that had
long troubled me," says J. W. Kuhn,
Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
surely it acta in all cases of coughs,
colds, la grippe and lun? trouble. Re
fuse substitutes. O. G Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.

EVERYBODY "IRISH" TODAY
Had a census of the Irish population of Las Vegas been taken today it
would have included nearly every
man, woman and child in the city.
Everybody was a Mick, judging from
the number of green nectkies, shamrocks and other decoration
worn.
Men you comd have sworn were born
in Germany were walking about behind a bow of green ribbon. People
undoubtedly of French extraction, if
one is any judge of nationalities, wore
green. Even the English or those we
thought were English, wore the color
of Old Ireland. But it was the real
Micks that entered into the spirit of
the day. They raked up stories of
the Emerald Isle and stories about
Pat and Mike, and yarns about how
St. Patrick drove the snakes out of
Ireland. Everybody listened to them,
for nobody ever gets tired hearing
stories about the Irish. If it were not
for them the comio papers would go
out of business and the world would
be a gloomy place without their ready
wit and blarney.
OF STOCKHOLDERS'
MEETING
There will be a meeting of the
NOTICE

stockholders of The Raton Mining &
Milling company at the office of the
company in Raton, N. M., at 10:00
a. m-- , April 20th. Important business
is to come before the meeting.
F. R. WILLIAMS,
Sec'y. R. M. M. Co.

3t

Foley Kidney Pills
Neutralize and remove the poisons
that cause backache, rheumatism, nervousness end all kidney and bladder
Irregularities. They build up and restore the natural action of these vital
organB. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

Best draught beer in the city, at
Even when being interviewed the the Lobby, of course.
magistrate wduldn't care to commit
himself.

On March. 6,. 1836, was enacted the
final scene in the tragedy of the Alamo, in which David Crockett, William
Travis and James Bowie, with their
handful of devoted and fearless followers yielded up their lives. There was
less than 200 of these daring men
within the wall of the ancient mission
at San Antonio, Texas, and they were
opposed by an army of more than
Mexicans under command of
6,000
General Santa Anna. Every one of
the heroes of the Alamo was an
American frontiersman. On February
22 Santa Anna crossed the Rio Grande
at the head of an army for the purpose of putting down the revolt that
threatened to sever Texas from
Mexico.

This invasion of Texas stirred up
all the fighting blood in the gallant
spirits. General Sam Houston, commander in chief, thoughfbest to retire
across the Colorado river and await
Colonel William Travis did not agree with him, and in
command of the regular garrison took
refuge in the old Span'sh mission.
Colonel James Bowie, famous as a
duelist and as the originator of the
bowie knife, agreed with his plans.
David Crockett Joined them almost
immediately. The three intrepid commanders had a mere handful of men
and only one small cannon. Against
this company came the great Mexican
army.
The doors of the makeshift fortress
were barricaded and when on the last
day of February a messenger came
from Santa Anna demanding surrender he was sent back with words of defiance. The Mexican army surrounded the old stone building and a big
gun was wheeled Into position and
Crockett was as'eep
opened fire.
when a cannon ball announced the
opening of the last fight had begun.
Colonel Bowie wa9 bedfast from a
wound, but Travis was In active command. Crockett sprang from his
bunk and saw in a minute that the gun
was within rifle range. Crockett was
a dead shot and he picked off five
Mexican gunners with rifles loaded
and handed to him as fast as the Mex
icans attempted to use their cannon.
Finally they were actually driven
back by Crockett's accurate aim.
Then the Mexicans let things settle
down to the state of siege which con
tlnued for five days. - Then Santa
Anna ordered an assault. The storming parties were held at bay by the
Texas riflemen on three sides, but a
column under the command of General Castrillon attacked the weak north
wall and made
breach. Then came
the most desperate hand to hand fight
of which history makes a record as the
Mexicans came pouring in. They were
beaten back again and again, but
each time they renewed the attack
Crockett
they made better headway.
was still on his feet and with him a
band of five or six. He had nothing
left but the barrel of his rifle. General Catsrlllon wanted to spare the lives
of the remaining Texans and be
sought hte commanding general to do
so. Crockett heard Santa Anna's refusal and dropping hs gun barrel and
clutching his knife, tried to break
through the fighting cordon that surrounded him and reach the Mexican
general, but fell riddled with bullets.
Bowie, sick In bed, killed a dozen or
more before they got him' and this
was only accomplished after bringing

la a howitzer which the Texans had
used. It was placed in the door war
and wrecked everything.

la Coppers: Pop Waxel-bauwaa a Jolly old soul and the deal
he got was not exactly-- ' Biiiare. With
good Bob Wright of Dodge City he
kept the sutler's 'shop at Fort Lamed
possibilities in a big speculation in
the Santa Fe trail. In 1866 as we re
collect the time the old man saw great
possibilities in a big speculation on
buffalo hides, which were having a
boom just then, and decided to work
some of his Hebrew shrewdness into a
large pack of bison skins.
The Indians on the plains in those
days virtually lived on buffalo meat
and were only too glad to pick up a
few plunks from the white men by
selling the overcoats from the buffa
loes. The coin of the realm was
scarce in those beautiful days at the
close of the great civil war, and so it
became necessary for the cunning Mr.
Waxelbaum to seek some subterfuge
that would answer for the silver dollars. He had plenty of big copper
cents in vogue just before the little
red pennies came in and upon these
coppers he placed a fictitious value of one dollar.
For every tendollar buffalo robe
that he took from the Klowas he gave
them ten copper cents under the mutual agreement that the big coins
would be redeemed at his store for
a dollar a piece. The arrangement
worked very successfully while It
operated on the square. The soldiers
of the post then occupied by the
Third Infantry and the Eighteenth
Kansas volunteers, heard of the trade
relations existing between the settler
and the Iagos and thought they might
Just as well get in on the deal.
They sent east for all the big cop
per cents they could get. These they
traded in on the Indians as heap-goo- d
white man money and were soon en
gaged in the buffalo trade for them
selves. The foolish Indians never let
on how they were getting their coin
which they proceeded to turn In to
Waxelbaum who redeemed them at a
dollar a piece. In this way he was
kept busy working off his good groceries and expensive supplies until he
was about e'eaned out of house and
home, and never tumbled the trick
until he had accumulated a barrel full
of big coppers.
A Deal

The Bad Man and the Rent:,' "I
want to tell you," says Dave Miller of
Cheyenne, "that fellow Wild Bill
Hickok once roomed upstairs over my
Jewelry store but I never bothered
him about the rent. In fact I never
asked him for it He always packed
a pair of splendid guns and I never
worried him about the rent He was
once behind five or six months, but I
never asked him for it. Once In
awhile he would stray in and peel off
the pay for the rent but I never asaed
him for it because of those splendid
guns. He was all right for the worst
bad man that ever came down the
pike and finally went to the Black
Hills in 1870 without owing me a
cent.; Remember now I never asked
him for anything."

0

When you have rheumatism in your
or instep apply Chamberlain's
Liniment and you will get quick relief. It costa but a quarter.
Why
Suffer? For sale by all druggists.
foot
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the composer of
Unfortunately
music can't always borrow money on
his notes.
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A man would make a great hit with
his own wife by trying to elope with
her.
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MAKING

are uueiesieu in motoring anu gooj
loaus. Accouipameu Dy tus wne, a
We Have
Recei-ve- d
chauheur, a newspaper man aua onj
a Lot of
other, he crossed the contineut from.
New York to San Francisco last fall.
At that time he prepared an exhaustive report for the Touring club and
for the United States. He
noted
bridges, roads, crossings, hotels, garages and set down all other information needed by automobile tourists,
including the prices of accommodations. Mr. Westgard's trip last fall
in Bulk
established a
automobile route, which will be traveled ex
and
tensively in the future by motorists.
Mrs. A. H- - Jones and baby left to- It was the Intention of the club to
From Barteldes Seed
day for La Junta to join her hus- establish such good highways across
band, who recently left the position the continent that the wealthy motorCo. It will pay you
of chief clerk to Superintendent F. ists would prefer touring in this counto see our line before
L. Myers to take a job under General try to going to Europe on their vaca
elsewhere.
Superintendent J. M. Kurn. Mr. Jonet tions.
On the present trip he is following
now has charge of work in the operthe route he established last fall. He
ating departmeit of the Santa Fe.
is finding the information he secured
H. H. Hague and his brother, C.
then information that is available to
(5) W.
Grocer and Butcher.
Hague, of Raton, were In Las Vemotorist of immense value.
every
gas last- night, leaving this morning
To realize the enormous task Mr.
for Santa Fe on their way to Las
has attempted in endeavor
Cruces.
They are making the trip in Westgard
to
drive
the big machine across
ing
a Regal 40 motor car, and are accomREACHING MANHOOD,
continent one has only to take
the
a
Cocker
pined by "Printer,'!
spaniel.
a glance at the immense truck, which
the dog being the mascot of the par
LEARNS PARENTAGE ty. The Hagues reported having pas- Is now in the garage of the Las Ve-on
Machine company
sed A. L. Westgard and his motor gas Auto and
The machine weighs,
Fountain
Square.
truck at Wagon Mound.
HAS NO KNOWLEDGE OF FAMILY
as equipped for the journey, 13,500
UNTIL NEWSPAPER TAKES
pounds- It has a wheel base of 161
tread. The width
FEVER
inches and a
EPIDEMIC
BASEBALL
HIS CASE IN HAND
causes
'
the party more
tread
of
the
ana
is
dead
Now thas
agketbail
than anything else
St. Louis, March 17. Eugene Edgaf buried, baseball" has arisen from the inconvenience
has to contend, as it
Worsham, who has lived for almost grave in whHAidt had been slumber- with which it
to
use the beaten track
is
Impossible
who
September.
Yesterday
without
since
twenty-on- e
knowing
years
ing
.lasj;
vehicles.
made
other
celeby
his parents were, will come to this evening a big" "bunch of local
On account of the weight of the macity next fall when his term in the brities was practicing on the Castlo
Hen-rschool grounds-- ' As a result several chine bridge crossing is an extremely
navy expires to meet his father,
machine alD. Worsham, of 2622 Louisiana of the players have sore arms today ticklish proceeding. The
sand and
in
down
mires
so
Wor-shais
hazel
frequently
witch
elder
to
the
and the smelly ,ipT
avenue. According
road are struck
several fatted calves will be abroad In the )and.Among the play- mud. Often patches of
is entirely dry
ers working out yesterday were stu- where the surface
.slain about that time.
exstence of
the
of
because
Norbut,
and
School
months
six
was
the
only
High
When Edgar
dents from
the wheels break through.
.old his mother died, so he and his two mal, both of which schools expect
of heavy lumber is
amount
A
large
sen:
field
were
this
year,
to put '.(earns "3n the
brothers and bis sister Ida
used in bracing up
Is
This
carried.
to the Amelia Home at 4200 Garfield and a' nflmbei of young men who
out of mud
in
and
getting
bridges
avenue. The father was in Texas probably V$ try out for the Maroons
are enroads
When
holes.
muddy
are
his
when
this season. Among the latter
traveling for a shoe firm
has
Mr.
adopted
countered
Westgard
lefie 8tars- - In a sbort
several old
,
wife died.
has
mud
until
the
of
the
camping
plan
One day a Mr. and Mrs. Marquette, time a meeting or uue iau
This he has found to be a
dried.
beto
the
for
the
came
and preparations
who had no children,
time saven
home looking for a little one to adopt. ginning of the season for the Las
The Saurer truck left Denver March
The
The grand- Vegas city team will be made.
They selected Edgar.
4. In Colorado it encountered some
team
his
to
wrote
a
to
strong
put
Beavers expect
mother of the' baby
extremely muddy and rough roads. It
father, and he wrote back giving her In the fle!4 and will match some hot reached Trinidad Tuesday of this week
him.
repfor
games berk, between the teams
power of attorney to act
and made the jun to Raton the same
Albuquerque and Santa
Then the grnadmother handed the resenting
The machine left Katon Tuesday
day.
Fe damabf .tl order.
:boy over to the Marquettes.
and did not arrive in Las
afternoon
of
name
Edgar
The boy took the
noon today. Near Watrous
until
'
Vegas
as a
a (;
Marquette and lived with them
of road the car has
ELKS
worst
KNOW
TO
the
piece
WANTS'
sevson for seventeen years. In the
was reached.
The
encountered
ruler- yet
George H, Hunker, exalted
enteenth year Mr. and Mrs. Marquette
in gethours
three
machine
occupied
40S,
No.
died and on his deathbed Marquette elect of Las Vegas lodge
makin? ting out of a mud hole four feet in
wrote a letter to. the, boy telling him B. P. O- - Elks, is 'desirous of
on a ranch near
the acquaintance of every Elk In width. People living
what Ms real name was.
had been
lumber
the
said
this
with
saplace
affiliated
not
Las Vegas who is
At that time the Edgar boy was
a culvert but it
for
ordered
building
occasions
of
name
On
many
the local lodge,
luted in the navy under the
he began the Las Vegas lodge would enjoy In had not yet arrived.
Edgar Marquette. Finally
Mr. Westgard, who is an authority
a viting the visiting brethren to partlcl
to long for a home. He wrote to
on
roads, says the road from here to
other
affairs,
and
social,
Its
in
Battleship
pate
St.. Louis paper from the
is an excellent thoroughfare.
Watrous
Tennessee and on December 1, 1910, but is unable to make the invitation The machine this
morning made the
addresses
his
and
names
of
personal, as ihe
his picture with a short sketch
twenty-on- e
miles from Watrous to Las
Hunker
Mr.
known.
not
are
always
life was published.
hours.
If every visiting Vegas in two and one-haWhen he was at the Amelia Homo would appreciate it
will
to
Santa
here
the
From
go
party
or
temporseven
years
was
Elk located permanently
his Bister Ida, who
tomorrow morning.
The
to
Fe,
leaving
known
would"
make
mother
a
In
little
the
as
arily
old, was acting
or
two
in
will
a
members
spend
day
to
him
was
ne
his name and address either
him and it grieved her when
Mr. Westwhile
and
there
the
capital
the
of
'as
that
secretary
.Condon
or to D.J
taken away. Although
the lodge.
gard will be in consultation with Govtwenty years ago, when she saw
ernor Mills.
St.
a
In
....
!.
.
picture and read the story
Mr. Westgard said today to a repsaid:
she
December
last
Louis paper
BOUTS
PARLOR
of The Optic:
resentative
BE
MUST
brother
"I know that It must be my
to report to the governor
"I
Assistant
expect
back
7,
March
him
,,!
have
will
Philadelphia,
I
Edgar and
bad
has
place in the road leading
every
Superintendent of Police O'Leary
again."
across the territory from north to
with. Drexel
him
notice
Anthony
with
upon
served
She corresponded,
south. I believe I can give him inforout her'ialnefs knowledge; and final Bid die, the millionaire clubman,, that
mation that will lead to early road
his
in
more
bouts
realhold
it
any
he cannot
ly when she was satisfied that
Biddle
Mr.
unless
improvement as I have found Govershowed
gymnasium
private
ly was hejwnjjrothershe
nor Mills to be interested in good
box
the rules of the
the picture to' Ver rather and told him conforms to all
roads. He Is a broad man in every
means
This
this
imme
wrote
in
city.
ing game
that t was his son. He
him he must have all the fighters examin sense of the word and I am' looking
a
letter
telling
diately to the boy
ed by a physician, have a physician forward with pleasure tp my( meeting
all about his early life.
the
navy
at the ringside dWing all bouts, have with him.; As the'result of my agitain
'The young man's term
the
on
a padded rlnf .aid send a ltet of all tion for better? roads in Bernalillo
and
10,
expires November
e
years fighters to.thpo!!ce department ! at county they have already appropriatsame day he will be twenty-onhours before the ed $10,000 for road building there."
start least twenty-fou- r
will"
old and the next day he
Mr. Westgar&Twjas asked what was
for t. Louis.
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A $6.25 Iron Bed Any
Color or Size, With
Brass Top Rods and
Knobs
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A Little Girl
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be accepted in small amounts and interest credited
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child and it will care for itself at its majority.
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WOMEN'S CLUBS OF

Optic

Ages of Reigning

Monarchs

NEW MEXICO FEDERATE

WEST T0JC0N0H1ZE

There are a great number of very

IN LAS CRU- - old sovereigns among the rulers in Europe. The doyen is the Duke of SaxeCES, STATE ORGANIZATION
eighty-fourtMeingen, who completed his
IS EFFECTED
year on April 2d. Next comes
Kaiser
Frans Joseph of Austria, king
Las Cruces, N. M., March 17. The
who was 80 on August
of
Hungary,
session s of the convention of Worn
18th.
an's clubs of New Mexico udojurotd
Then follow Prince Heinrich of
on Tuesday with the election of vue
Reuss J. L., who is 78; the Pope, Pius
following officers:
X, who completed his seventy-fiftPresident, Mrs. S. P. JihiiHtvi,
year on June Zd ; the King of RoumaMrs. H. B. Ray
of
Johann
Prince
is
who
71;
nia,
Becrcitavy
Albuquerque; recording
Liechtenstein, who is 70; the King of
Mrs. S. J. Nixon, Portales; 'corres
Montenegro, who is 69; the King of
ponding secretary, Mrs. C. ft. Mason, Denmark, whp is 68; the King of SerRoswell; treasurer, Mrs. R":h Skeen,
via, 66; the Sultan, 65; the King of
Artesia; auditor, Mrs. W. J. Fugate, Las
Lippe, 64 ; the Prince zu Schaumburg
Vegas; general federation state secre- LIppe, 64; the King of Wurtemberg,
Lap
tary, Mrs. George Fren-jer- ,
and the King of Bavaria, who are 62;
the Grand Duke of Mecklenburg-Ster-litz- ,
Roswell, the home of ilie first
and the Prince of Monaco, 61.
state president, was selected as the
Among the reigning princes in midmeeting place for 1912.
dle age are the Grand Duke of LuxemThe sessions of the convention
burg, 58; Prince Gunther of Scharrzwere held In the Elks' opera house
68; the Grand Duke
and Mrs- - Eva Perry Moore, national of
OJdenburg, 57; the Duke of
president of the Federation of Wom Anhalf, 54; the King of Sweden,
an's clubs, was in attendance to aid 53; Kaiser Wilhelm, who was 52
in the formation of the state federa on
February 27th; the King of
tion to affiliate with the national or
Bulgaria, 49; the Prince of Waldecli
ganization.
and Pyrmont, 45; the King of
The Monday morning session was Great Britain and Ireland and the King
called to order by Mrs. George Fren-ger- , of
Saxony, 45; the Czar, 42; the Gran'?
who acted as temporary chair Duke of Hesse, 41, and the King of
man till the election of Mrs. George
Italy, 40.
K. Angle of Silver City, who presidThe younger monarchs are thed over the following sessions of the Prince zur
Lippe, 2i: the Duke c'
convention. The minutes were re39; the King of Nor
corded by Mrs. Brannigan, who was way, 38; the King of the Belgians, 35:
chosen secretary for the first assem- the Grand Ruke of
34;
bly of New Mexico club federation.
Prince Heinrich Reuss A. L... 32; the

AT MEETING

I.

ROADS EAST AND

HELD

THEY. WILL

BELIEVED

CURTAILMENTS

tN ALL

DEPARTMENTS

h

ORDER

The courtroom was crowded. A
wife was seeking divorce on the
and
grounds of extreme
cruelty
abusive treatment Guns, axes, rolling pins and stinging Invectives, seem
ed to have played a' prominent part
in the plaintiff's married life.
The husband was on the, stand un
dergoing a grueling
tion.
The
attorney said:
examining
"You have testified that your wife
on one occasion threw cayenne pepper
in your face. Now, sir, kindly tell
us what you did on that occasion."
The witness hesitated and looked
confused. . Every one expected that
he was about to confess to some
But their
shocking act of cruelty.
hopes were shattered when he finally
blurted out:
"I sneezed!"
Everbody's

time being the financial out
many elements of un
certainty. Both the eastern and west
ern roads have decided to abide by
the commissioners recommendations
and to withdraw a'l advanced rate
schedules which are subject to th?
commission's ruling, says the Railwav
World.
Under the circumstances it
may be expected that a policy of thd
most rigid economy will be adopted,
and this is apparently the view which
is being taken at present by leading
railroad men and bankers. What efOptic's Number, Main 2.
fect this will have upou the steel industry and upon the railways supply
ATE3 F9R CLASSIFIED ADVER
business is difficult to predict, but
An archdeacon engaged as a new
TISEMENTS
business activities may be expected
footman a well recommended youth
Five cents per line each Insertion
conservaunusual
to be governed by
who had served as stable boy. The
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
tism for some time to come.
first duty which the youth was called
Ne ad to occupy less space than two
assert
roads
While a number of
lines. All advertisements charged will
upon to perform was to aocompany
already
that the
improvements
the archdeacon on a series of formal
be booked at space actually set, with
there
planned for will be carried out,
ut regard to number of worde. Cash
call.
retrenchthat
Indications
are many
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.
and
"Bring the cards,
Thomas,
ment has already set in and this may
one at each house, ordered his
leave
re
considerable
a
eventually lead to
master.
duction in the employment of labor,
After two hours of visiting from
con
of
The forthcoming extra session
to house the archdeacon's list
house
gress, in which the democrats will be was
exhausted. "This is the last
Mrs.
more fully in control, ejects addition
(WANTED First class cook.
house,
Thomas," he said; "leave two
and
situation
Into
the
al uncertainty
John Shank, 613 East Douglas.
financial interests may not be ex cards here."
"Beggin your pardon, sir," was the
pected to feel greatly reassured until deferential
reply. "I can't; I've only
and
of
out
the
is
way
session
this
ace
of
the
left." Ideas.
spades
until the supreme court has rendered
FOR SALE Cheap ticket to Kansas
trust
its decision in the important
City. P. o. Box 291.
A fond mother wanted to reward
cases now pending.
uncom
the
two children for good conduct,
doubt
her
no
that
is
There
FOR SALE New upright piano, price
representing
delegates,
Eighteen
Queen of the Netherlands, 30; the
attitude of the Interstate and she presented to Johnnie, 8 years
promising
.
right. Inquire Wm. Shillinglaw, I eighteen woman's clubs of
Mecklenburg-SchwerinGrand Duke of
commerce commission has cast a re old, two pieces of cake, telling him
& A. Corporation.
principles, were en- 28; the Duke of
ian,
vere gloom over the entire railway to divide with his little sister, Nan,
rolled as charter members of the
26; and the King of Spain, who is
which it is hoped may be 6 years.
deleFOR SALE Thoroughbred Buff PlyThe names of the
now the youngest reigning monarch, industry
One of the portions of the delicacy
somewhat dispelled by future devel
mouth Rock eggs, $1.00 per setting. gates and the cities from which they 24. The London Gentlewoman.
C. P. Hammond.
opments. At the present, however, was slightly larger than the other,
came were:
railroad offlcia's have never been in and the little boy greedily took the
Mesdames Ruth L. Skeen, Artesia;
a more cautious or conservative mood biggest piece for himself.
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock Laura Wilson Johnson, Roswell; II
FROM
BUGGY
THROWN
and in general, little in the way ef , "If I had had first choice," said
baby chlcka, $14.00 per 100. Money W. Goelltz, Las Vegas; W. J. Fugate,
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- Las Vegas; A- T. Monroe, Portales;
expenditures may be expected from Nan, "I would have taker the smaller
BY RUNAWAY TEAM them except those which are abso- piece."
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. Sam J. Nixon, Portales; R. J. Thomp"Well, what are you kicking about,"
lutely necessary to keep their pro
son, Tucumcari; J. R. Livesay, I a
maintained at their present replied Johnnie. "You got it, didnt
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all deperties
Mesa; D. II. Cams, Borradaile anl
ana you?" Exchange.
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- Mulligan, Albuquerque; W. D. Me- - MRS. JAMES ROSS BADLY INJUR standard. As for improvements
is
it
generally
construction
new
work,
SILDRIVING
TO
ED
ord n at The Optic of floe.
WHILE
Bee, Clovls; George W. Young, Tula- felt that under existing conditions
VER CITY
Title: The Melancholy Epic of a
rosa; George Keyser Angle, Silver
comparatively little immediate wori Young Gentleman Who Got What He
M.
O,
and
Santa
Rosa,
City; Steam,
these lines will be attempted
Went For and Found It Was Not
Silver City, N. M., March 17. Mrs, along
Llewellyn, Santa Fe.
FOR RENT Furnished front bedWhat He Wanted.
Of the clubs represented . Roswell James M. Ross, who resides on Whis
Exactly
HONOR PATRON SAINT .
room on first floor. Electric light, leads In
Text:
of numbers, having a key Greek about four miles east of
point
New ,York, March 17. St. Patrick's
bath. 508 Main avenue.
He ran for the train and he got it,
this city, was painfully injured in
membership of some 250 members.
was celebrated in the metropolis
day
For he'd once been a champion
After cordial expressions of wel runaway accident last Sunday after
today more generally than usual. The
FOR RENT Nice, large steam heated come to the visitors
a
noon.
man
In
with
namei
sprinter.
Young
company
by Mayor
Irish flag was much in evidence, Then he
Railrooms. No Invalids. 401
gasped: "Is this my train?
on behalf of the city and by Mrs Mendoza, who was driving for her,
special services were held in 'the
road avenue.
Not it?
What?
to
to
an
on
her
this
was
and
she
way
Freneer for the local clubs,
city
Catholic churches and a big parade
" (sprinkle some asterisks,'
"Oh
address on "Federation"
by Mrs. see her daughter, Mrs. J. H. Kelly. of Irish societies marched through
LifeFOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
printer.)
Moore, the assembly devoted its af While yet about two miles out of the principal downtown streets and
511 Ninth street.
a
met
town
to
of
coming
business
the
motorcycle
tentlon
effecting
they
was reviewed by Mayor Gay.nor, Archfrom the opposite direction, where
a permanent organization.
Sportsman I shot a wretched pig
Farley and other notables.
bishop
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
mistake when after snipe near
upon the team became frightened and
by
for light housekeeping, bath and
ran away, throwing out both occu
Foo Sing. The villagers would not
electric lights. 920 , Galllnas.
listen to my apologies, but behaved in
Coughs, pants of the vehicle. In falling, Mrs ITALY TO CELEBRATE
Ross struck her head against a rock
a perfectly scandalous manner and
Estray Advertisement
the
a
above
on my stomach until
and
eyes
gash
quite
sustaining
Notice la hereby given to whom it
UNITING OF KINGDOM my bloodjumping
as well as scalp wound. As the team
boiled. Punch.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
did not run far, Mr. Mendoza soon got
Brown & Morrison, Lucia, N. M.
if you, dear reader, could spend an it back to the scene of the1 accident FIFTY YEARS AGO NEW REIGN,
Manager What's the leading lady
t:
One dark bay mare 15 hour looking over a few of the thou- when Mrs. "Ross
MARKING PROSPERITY, CAME
again got into the
in
such a tantrum about?
on
we
hands high, left hind foot white,
have
testimonials
that
of
sands
INTO BEING
buggy and resumed her journey. They
Press
Agent She only got nine
Branded
had not gone far, however, before they
B file, you would not go on suffering
over the footlights tonight.
disease-thabouquets
On left shoulder
from catarrh, that disgusting
encountered a rapidly moving automo
Rome, March 17. The .Kingdom of
Manager Great Scott! Ain't that
will surely sap your vitality and bile.
Branded
Again the team became frighten Italy looked backward half a century enough?
B weaken
On left hip
your entire system it allowed ed, but the occupants of the vehicle
today and bowed low to the statesPress Agent Nope she paid lor
to continue.
Branded '
Jumped out before It became unman men and soldiers whose patriotic ef- ten. Cleveland Leader.
faith
much
as
have
You
would
just
On left hip
ageable. Hardly had their feet struck forts brought about the Turin de
we have, and we have
Said animal being unknown to this in HYOMEI as
the ground when the animals started laratlon of March 17, 1861, when
Board, unless claimed by owner on or so much confidence, in its wonderful off at a terrific pace, smashing things united Italy came into being and Vicbefore April 4, '11, said date being 10 curative virtue that, it is sold the
tor Emmanuel was designated as the
up generally.
days after last appearance of this ad- country over under a positive guaran
Mrs. Ross was brought to her daugh ruler of the new kingdom. It is the
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looking.
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else
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may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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DISTRICT COURT
IN SESSION AT

When a Good Man Goes

WILL INVESTIGATE

THE CASE OF "OLD JIM" WHO

ALASKA COAL

WORKED WHILE THE LORD SLEPT

FROM SUNSMNITEAMD
vegetable product without an ounce of hog fat
in it Itismade from the choicest cotton oil, extracted from the seed
picked on the fields of the Sunny South. It is a product of Nature,
and makes wholesome, digestible, healthful food.
Cottoleneh made in a cleanly matter from Cottonfteld to Kitchen
human hands never touch the oil from which Cottolene is made. It
is the one high-grad- e,
absolutely pure and perfect
fat
and
far
cooking
preferable from a health and
economic standpoint to lard, cooking butter or any
other fat
Coiiolene is a

SILVER CITY

a rew weeks ago there died In a two would go about lookng frowsy and
Kansas town a man in bis late for bad; then take a brace, get hold of
MAPJV
roin..,.. tASES BEING ties wno, twenty years ago, was himself, but some new clothes and, NEW SECRETARY OF INTERIOR
xmminAL.
TRIED FIVE PERSONS
considered one of the coming men having himself harbered and massagTO VIGOROUSLY PROSECUTE
of
the town.
He was a mighty ed, he would appear on the streets
INSANE
CASES
smart jouiig man. He was too smart looking as fair as a May morning; but
that was the trouble. He thought he had a faraway look that made peoSilver City, N. M.. March 17. The
Seattle, Wash., March 17. Walter
second week of the March term of he was smarter than the Lord. So ple distrust him. But he wasn't pun- L.
Fisher, secretary of the interior, is
he dabbled with the rules of the game. ished. The Lord apparently wasn't
the district court commenced
his forces in Seattle foi
Monday,
concentrating
and jury trials are now under way He put his toe over the dead line once keeping books on him. It didn't seem the work of
cancelling
alleged frauduor twice and it didn't fall off, so he to cost him much to He to women, so
nd wlll continue to the end of
lent Alaska coal land claims so that
the
was
known
men
his
and
that was easy and put
term. Cases have been set for
he tried it on
the land may be opened for mining
next thought
week, and Indications are that there whole foot over. So he packed up as a mighty slick proposition. He gave under lease or royalty, as congress
He didn't drop his note freely, kited his checks from
will be at least three full weeks or and walked across.
may direct.
dead. So he concluded that the Lord bank to bank; kept within the law,
court. The grand jury adjourned
With the closing of the grand Jury
c
yes wasn't on his
job. Of course, folks and if a victim sqiurmed, the victim session In Chicago the interior
f
terday and made a fine record
departwas
smart
In
a
the ment's Alaskan coal
was told to test the matter
and dispatched business with talked; but they said he
experts and atfellow, an opinio'n which he shared courts.
expedition and Judgment.
torneys w'll be assembled in Seattle.
And so the years wore on. Women S. R.
Prosperity smiled on him.
Action has been taken in the fol- himself.
Rush, assistant to the United
He won every case he took He was couldnt fool on him, so he did not States
lowing cases:
attorney general, already is
brilliant and industrious and had a marry; he Knew wnen ne was naving
here and has been engaged for ten
Territory vs. Jase Tudor, larceny.
good time, and as he passed his days in
Plea of not guilty; set for third Mon- - way with him, and so his wife left
preparing the government's
him ami the woman who thought she fortieth birthday his face grew hard,
day. Tudor is charged with the larbrief to be used in the prosecution
was going to get him found that he his eyes shifty and cruel, his band
of fraudulent land claims.
ceny of horsea from tbe Hatchett
bit unsteady at times and his
Cattle company in the southern part could fool the women as well as the
M. S. Hibbard, mining surveyor and
Lord. And that affair was over.
Of friends
distrustful.
They said he mining expert in the
of the county.
government emwas smart as chain lightning and
course, the church people and
ploy, .who was one of those who examTerritory vs. Perfecto Rodriguez;
were excited; but who cares they had about the same feeling of
ined the Alaska fields for the field dilarceny; plea of not guilty; set for
for them, when the Lord isn't work- security toward him that they had
second Monday.
vision last fall, is expected in Seattle.
For he was A.
ing? If the people of the town didn't for chain lightning.
Christensen, chief of the field diTerritory vs. Edward Trimble like his
gait they could lump It, he Just as treacherous. He was indors vision, with offices in
carrying deadly weapon; plea of not said.
Seattle, who is
ed for a high appointive office, but now in
guilty; now on trial.
Chicago, will arrive in Seattle
He was the best dressed man In his old trouble came up and he was
within ten days, and with him wil
Territory vs. Brockman T. Dorsey
made connection with the turned down. An equity in the best come
B. D. Townsend, special assist
and Benjamin E. Davis; larceny of town, and
at
fellows who did things in politics
proposition he had went to satisfy a ant to the attorney
a horeo; continued until the next
Both
general.
Topeka. So when, by a combination debt, because he could not raise have been
term.
In Detroit and Chi- SPRING MILLINERY
engaged
in the county convention he got the any money at either bank, he finally
Territory vs. William Bird; assault nomination for the legislature, and married and the town smiled and his cago In grand jury work.
The first skirmish work will occur
with a deadly weapon; plea of not
took his oratory out on the school-hous- clothes wrinkled and bagged, and he
March 20, when Judge C. H. Hanford
NOWON DISPLAY
guilty; now on trial. Bird is charged
circuit, he denounced the mud shaved only twice a week. Then he will
with making an assault on Andrew
hear the arguments on the demurwho
and
assassins
character
slingers
grew cross and mean after his sprees, rers filed
Zych in the Cave saloon in this city. were
by the attorneys for Corne
bringing up his old domestic and made enemies. He appeared lius
asand George Simmons, HATS ARE EXTREME IN SHAPE,
Christopher
Territory vs. Rosalio Qulnones;
few
a
troubles, and by weeping
copius more or less in polce court lawsuits,
Indicted at Tacoma last October. The
sault with intent to kill; plea of not lines in the schoolhouses, got the
DASHING IN COLOR, RICH
and his
practice case involves 6,087 acres of
coal
lands
guilty; set for second Friday. Colin country vote, lost his own ward and
IN TRIMMING
gradually dropped, for he was found in the Katalla district of Alaska.
Neblett appointed by the court to act went to the
he
There
lawlegislature.
once or twice on both sides of a
March 28 the trial of Archie W.
as counsel.
was "on the inside." He got a good suit.
One straw hat doesn't make spring.
C. F. Munday, Algernon S.
Shields,
Territory vs. Rafael Marquez; wife committee and was a leader of the
But a hundred or so in several shops
So, in the wagonette, riding to the
beating; plea of not guilty; set for group of politicians who put things graveyard, the pallbearers didn't really Stracy and Earl Sigley, charged with with insistent spring signs all over
to defraud the government
seoond Friday.
them are a pretty safe announcement
through with a rush in the last end have much to say about him. Each conspiracy
Territory vs. Valentine Guiterres; of the session. Thus he came to have was afraid to speak what was in his of coal lands valued at more than one that the season is on.
million dollars, will be begun. The
a deadly a little reputation outside of his home heart for fear the others would
discharging and carrying
The hats? Well, at least there is
repeat defendants were indicted
by the
weapon; plea of not guilty; set for county, and went into state politics. it.
nothing conservative about the maThey planted him both wide and grand jury sitting at Tacoma.
second Saturday,
The Lord seemed to be thinking of deep, and rode home in a happy frame
of them shown.
The small
As soon as the stray groups shall jority
Territory vs. Martin Rival; two in- something else, and his scandal with of mind, talking of something else.
ones are double deckers as to
plain"
oeen
have
of
the
disposed
government crowns. The small
dictments, one charging the larceny the young woman who went down And when his estate was figured up
dressy ones aTe
of horses and the other the larcenv to Topeka from a neighboring town it was found in the Big Book that he forces will argue to the demurrer of bewitching, old fashioned
poke bonD. A. and C. A. McKenzie and Perry
of neat cattle. The defendant entered during the legislature, had begun to had neither friends nor a good name;
as to brim, crown
nets,
very
receding
White, Indicted by the federal grand and
a plea of guilty, but has not yet been smell pretty rank.
.
lace
that he died a stranger in a strange jury,
trimming. Roses,
sitting at Spokane, on charges and beads are shown inplumes;
sentenced. The crime occurred , on
some
comIn the very town of his birth;
the
And,
their
way,
young
bright
land,
'
similar to" the others conspiracy to
the Mimbres river.
man couldn't come to the next con- that he blackened whatever he touchcoal lands in excess of the position, with all the colony of tho
vs.
forg
Alejandro Pena;
vention except on a proxy, and he ed, and that the only tears that were acquire
and then some, employed.
Territory
law and in viola- rainbow,
amount allowed
Coral Is the first favorite. Coral mad
ery; defendant entered a plea oi couldn't find even a proxy to get him shed for him were by a woman who tion of the statuesby
to
the
relating
the whole town seems. Its other name
guilty. Pena raised an order given Into the convention after that. More- did not come to the funeral the first
of coal lands.
in over, most of his practice was in ad- wife, who remembered him in his
H. Williams,
Is "Helen pink." Next .in place is
to him by Perry
Date for the trial has not been set.
charge of the Chino Copper company joining counties.
youth, when he was clean and full of The Copper River and Alsaka Central Irish green, as green as ever a
shamrock was and richer in Its sat
Some way at home the juries re- vision, before he said in his heart,
operations at Hurley.
railroads will build lines Into the coal
in surface. This is combined mainly
Territory vs. Vicente Orton; draw fused to weep and his creditors an "There is no God."
fleldB as soon as they are opened to
and noyed him. He got interested in a
with black. A few hats show EgypThe
discharging
ing, flourishing,
newspaper containing his mining.
of
colors.
tian
office
a
Gazette
came
the
to
of
stock
number
weapon;
plea
that
propositions
obituary
carrying. deadly
not guilty; set foe third Monday. At- didn't pan out, and sold out some this week. The article was headed,
Large hats are nearly all turned
Some are exsaucily up in front.
torney Matt Fowler appointed by the of his friends, He acquired a bad "A Good Man Gone" a true caption;
IT GR0WSTHM
and
with plumes
others
flat
when
went
the
court to defend him.
at
banks
ago
tremely
and
but
he
years
twenty
changed
reputation
standing high. The large hats lean
Territory vs. Juan Miranda; as- bankers. He owed a lot of bills around he poked his toe across the dead-linsault with intent to kill defendant town and spots appeared on his fancy and found it did not hurt. But now HERE ARE FACTS WE WANT YOU to black and white and the aigrette,
paradise or heron Is the favorite
TO PROVE AT OUR RISK
entered a plea of guilty. Miranda vests. But he was having a fine time that it is all over may we not ask:
among high priced trimming. Thers
is the man who shot Line Rider Rob- and when business was dull, he would In the contest between the Lord and
inson near Hachita a short time ago go away some said to Kansas City, Old Jim did Jim fool the Lord, or did
Marvelous as it may seem, Rexall are a few lace brims, many in white
while the latter was attempting to others to St. Joe and come back rath- the Lord fool Jim? It is a question "93" Hair Tonic has grown hair on tagal and black milan.
The panama is In evidence in a
arrest him on a charge of smuggling er the worse, for wear. After everv that young men, who think they can heads that were once bald. Of course,
horses.
big lawsuit he would lock himself In beat the game should consider serious- in none of these cases were the hair rather unusual variety of shapes- It is
roots dead, nor had the scalp taken shown, for the most part, untrimmed
Territory vs. Lorenzo Martinez and his office and corn up, and for a day or ly. Emporia (Kan.) Gazette.
in a high crown with brim rolled a
of
neat
cattle;
Felis Corrales; larceny
on a glazed, shiny appearance.
good deal, a flatter, wider brim with
BAN ON POST CARD DUNS
both defendants plead not guilty; set from the electric light plant in this
scienRexall "93" Hair Tonlo acts
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crown, and a moderate
17.
Collection
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verdict
last.
December
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Washington,
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germs
tifically, destroying
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crown
Powers
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Martha
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of
In the case
are usually responsible for baldness.
of not guilty was returned.
agencies have lost a powerful
choice
in scarfs, chief
Individual
the
to
debtors
cards
vs. Whig Rhodes and Ed. Rhodes, the
Postal
to
roots
of
demanding It penetrates
the hair,
the
The second was the case of the
be
the "pujaree,"
bewill
which
on
or containing threates here stimulating and nourishing them. It among
motion to quash service filed
Territory vs. Ed. Trimble, charged payment
and weave.
Indian
of
East
was
sustained.
design
defendants
transmitted
not be
half of the
through Is a most pleasant toilet necessity, is
with carrying a deadly weapon iu after
Hats may simmer down and if one
.In the case of the Eagle Drug & the town of Hachita. Trimble was mails on the ground that others are delicately perfumed, and will not gum
searches carefully one can avoid exMercantile company vs. the Mans- justice of the peace at the time and liable to see them. Postmaster Gen- or permanently stain the hair.
moderate
tremes. This year the
orand
J.
an
&
Rexissued
has
Hitchcock
company
Cattle
want
We
field Land
just
you to get a bottle of
claimed to have merely carried th eral
P. Mansfield, the demurrer filed by weapon from one place to another der notifying all postmasters to re- all "93" Hair Tonic and use it as di- shape will be a "find."
defendants was confessed by plain- to give it to a man whom he Intended turn to the senders any post cards or rected. If It does not relieve scalp irtiff and plaintiff was given until the to have make an arrest. A verdict of postal cards which mention debts. ritation, remove dandruff, prevent the A Cold, .La Grippe, then Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence. FolThe department has no athourity to hair from falling out and promote an
third Monday in which to plead.
guilty was returned.
Honey and Tar expel the cold,
ey's
insane
can
exclude them from the mails, but
Increased growth of hair and in every Checks the la grippe, and prevents
Five persons were adjured
of tho
most
trial
The
important
commitrefuse to transmit them to their des- way give entire satisfaction, simply penumonia. It is a prompt and reliby Judge Parker and ordered
term is now on, J. M. Kennedy
;
tinations.
come bacfc and tell us, and without able cough medicine that contains no
ted to the territorial asylum at Las
to an Indictment for th?
narcotics. It is as safe for your chilGuiter-rez- , answering
Geronlmo
were
question or formality we will hand dren as
Vegas. They
murder of Francis G. Evans, near
yourself. O. G, Schaefer and
Jesus Monge, Vicente Aguilar. the Mexico line, on the morning of John W. Stckelsmith, Greensboro, back to you every penny you paid us Red Cross Drug Co.
Davis.
for It. Two sizes, EOc and $1.00. Sold
Lucinda Ayres and A. William
January 1, 1909. Kennedy was tried Pa., hac three children, and like most
cold. only at our store The Rexall Store.
The most common cause of insomtake
children
TJp to Wednesday there had been at the
frequently
they
1909
was
term, and
September,
nia are disorders of the stomach. Cham"We have tried several kinds of cough E. G. Murphey.
two Jury trials. The first was had found
guilty of murder in the first medicine." he says, "but have never
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
Monday and was the case of the degree and sentenced to be hanged. found any yet that did them as much
correct these disorders and enable
Richardson,
vs."
work
a
won't
rule
that
It's
Edgar
poor
Territory
you to sleep. For sale by all drugwas taken to the supreme good as Chamberlain's Cough RemAn
appeal
'
both ways In our favor.
.
gists.
charged with the larceny of a Vatch, court and the case was reversed. The edy." For sale by all druggists
the property of William Stevenson, trial will occupy two or three days at
least. Kennedy has been In the
MOTI'SR CRAY'S penitentiary at Santa Fe for safe
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SWEET POWDERS keeping.
CHILDREN,
FOR
A OertalnRolteJ for FrTrrlnh np.
You can bate a man more
S,om?J Trouble., Trethio;
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregular!
They Break npColiU
Km,!
honor than for committing
BLOW.
DruftKlBtB.
V 1.
all
At
knur.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitute
a crime.
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
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DIRECTORY

Meets first and third Tuesday
evenings each month, at Fraternal
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre.
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.

F. O. E.

cation first and
third Thursday In
each month. Visitcor
ing brother
FRATERNAL
NO.
BROTHERHOOD,
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102 Meets every Monday night at
H.
Chas.
M.;
Sporleder, Secretary.
their hall in the Schmidt building,
vest of Fountain Square, at eight
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
o'olock. Visiting members are corKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR"
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presisecond
Regular concl.T
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
month
at
each
Tuea
in
g
Bally, Treasurer.
Masonic Tsmple at 7:3b p. m. C. XX
Bencher, S. C; Charles Tarn me,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
tiecorder.
I. O. B. B. Meets every first TuesLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL
day of the month in the vestry;
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
ARCH MASONS Regular covoca- tlon first Monday In each
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers ars
month at Masonic Temple,
inivted. Isaac
Appel,
cordially
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
Chas. Greenclay, Seoj
President;
H. P.; Chas. H.
retary.
Sporleder, Secretary.

MtvL'r

VV

Rut-ledg- e,

CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
S. Meets second and fourth Thursdays in Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Thomas B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
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NO.
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DORADO
EL
1,
PYTHIAS
KNIGHT8
OF
Meets
every Monday even-

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second iind fourts
Thursday in O. R. C. hail. Pioneer

building. Vlsltlsg members are cordially Invited. W. It. Tipton, G. 1C;
E. P. Mackel. F. S.
I. O. O. F., LA 8 VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting Brethren cordially invited to a
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Rogers, V. G.r T. M. El wood, Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

ing in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially invited.
Charles E.
Chancellor LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Commander; Harry
the second and fourth TuesMeets
Martin, Keeper of
days of each month In the W. O. W.
Records and Seal.
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Cleric VisBALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
iting neighbors are cordially
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
and third Wedaesdays of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
DENTISTS.
hall. A. B. Hay ward, F. M.j W. A
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memF. R. LORD
bers cordially Invited.
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
Rooms 1 snd 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Office Phone Main 57
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Residence Phone 418
Brothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConDR. E. U HAMMOND
don, Secretary.
DENTIST
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- Suite
Has
4, Crockett
Building.
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
phones at office and residence.
Thursday of each month, eighth
ATTORNEYS
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting brothers always welcome to the wigwam. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester M, Huakei
W. O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
HUNKER & HUNKER
chief of records and collector of
Attorneys at Law
New Mexlce.
Lab Vegas.
wampum.
,
Lieb-schnie- r,

,

Try an Ad. in The Optic's
"Want Columns"
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GOODS

SOCIETY AND

outside-of-the-count- y
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BEST

Photoplay Theater, Sunday
MATINEE AND NIGHT

8

FRESH VEGETABLES

III

No long VaiU

Gardening is a pleasure enioyed alike by the rich and the poor. It
is a health giving exercise that clears the brain and brings out our
best thoughts. Vegetables that are out of out own garden always
'
'
',
taste better than any we can buy. We nave all kinds of

at Nolette's barber

shop.

Extra Fancy Green

Parsnips, Parsley
Soup Bunches, Cauliflower

Asparagus
Extra Fancy Mexico

Tomatoes
California Celery
California Dead Lettuce
CrimSQn Rhubarb
,

Old Crow sold over

Beets, Carrots, Spinach
Sweet Potatoes

being seriously ill at a local hospital.

Lunch every morning at

or Main

Ring

tonight

357.

'
and sign
Automobile, carriage
a
painting by .practical painter, 429
Grand avenue- -

194

White

..Oats.,

See Hedgcock's window display of
the latest designs In Oxfords, all
leathers, prices 2.50 and $3.60.
If you have never eaten a meal at

the White Kitchen, you have missed
the best meal that can be obtained in

Bran Corn Corn Chops
AND

FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

131

ESTABLISHED 1870

Tine

Pirst National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

'

town for 25 cents.

N. B. Roseberry, who has been
critically ill for some time, was able
to be out riding this morning. His
condition is considerably improved.
A marriage license was issued yes

terday afternoon at the court house
to Virginia Valdez, aged 25, and
Plorencio Armljo, aged 24. Both are
residents of Las Vegas.

This morning material for a new
school house was hauled to the site
mile east of
of the building one-hal-f
the Comstock place on the mesa. Tha
building will be of ample size to accommodate the needs of the schoo1
and can be used for public gather
ings- - It is the second school house
to be begun on the mesa this year
See Hedgcock's window display of as work was commenced on a simi
the latest designs In Oxfords, all lar structure on the Hart tract last
week.
leathers, prices $2.50 and $3.S0.

Head Lettuce
Spinach, Cauliflower
Radishes, Young Onions

Fresh Tomatoes

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

All

.'.

Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln

Avenue

LEST YOU FORGET. jtVE WILL .HAVE
DURING LENT A FULL SUPPLY OF

Salt Fish

Fresh Fish
SUCH AS

Halibut
Catfish,
Sea Bass
Baricuda,
RedSnapper.Croppies
Smelts
Salmon,
r
Crabs, etc.
Oysters,

florway jijacierei
Cod pj8n

c
,

,

.

.

.

Also Canned

v

Smoked
Bloaters
White Fish
Salmon
Halibut
Fennan Haddie, etc.

.

t

of all Kinds.

Poultry

Turkeys, Ueese, Ducks
s
Hens, Springs,

Clnmft
f

Rabbits, etc.

Graaf & Hayward Co. VStore

More water is now flowing in the
channel of the Gallinas river under
the county bridge than for several
months. This is in spite of the fact
that the Agua Pura .company and
the contractor of the Camfield reser
of
voir are using large quantities
water. The snows in the mountains
are melting rapid'y and the depth of
the Gallinas at the bridge is expected
to increase steadily for several days.
Charles Rudulph went .today to
Las Vegas hospital, where he will
Bubmit to a surgical operation. Mr.
Rudulph has been in poor health for
some time and the operation has
deemed necessary by his
been
physicians.

New Cabbage, Celery
Sweet Potatoes

Parsnips, Carrots
Parsley
IN

Repair Work a Specialty

Rev. S. Alonzo Bright, superintendent of the New Mexico mission of
the Methodist Episcopal church, will
be here Sunday and will preach morning and evening in the First Methodist church. Sunday afternoon he
will address a meeting for men in
the Y. M. C. A. building. This is
Mr- - Bright's
first visit to Laa Vegas since he came to New Mexico
last fall. He is a gifted preacher and
Las Vegas people doubtless will avail
themselves readily of the opportunity
of hearing him.

Francisco Delgado of the Winters
Drug company, who has been 111 with
a severe attack of grip, expects to
be able to sit up tomoorrow for the
first time. He will not he able to
return to his work for about two
weeks.

Tomorrow

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

large class. High officials of the order will, be here from various parts
of the territory and will put on the
degree work in a beautiful manner.
All three degrees will be conferred.
This offers an advantage to prospective knights as it is necessary, ordinarily, to take each degree separately,
the third usually being given to a
large class at some central point in
the territory. Much interest la being
shown in the initiation and It is ex
pected the class will be large and well
representative of the Catholic manhood of Las Vegas.

Our new spring millinery now on
display. We are prepared to show
See Hedgcock's window display of
the latest styles and novelties. All the latest designs in Oxfords, all
cordially invited to call and inspect leathers, prices $2.50 and $3.50.
our line. Mrs. A. Standish.
The first regular meeting since the
David Kunk'e, Who spent the win installation of Ias Vegas Dam No.
ter in Las Vegas today, began mov- 81, Independent Order of Beavers, will
ing his household goods to tola farm be held tonight In Fraternal Brotheron the mesa. He expects to put in hood hall on Fountain Square. The
a big crop this year.
various commltteea named by E. T.
Plowman will organize for work, nuW. P. Smith, who who has been ill merous applications for membership
at a local hotel for several weeks, wiH .be presented and those charter
has been removed to Las Vegas hos- members who were not present at
pital where he is receiving the best the organization of the lodge will take
of care. Mr. Smith's condition is
their obligation.

Good Things for

A

Goods Called for and Delivered

You undoubtedly
understand when we
say Hart, Schaffner
and riarx we mean,
The Best In Clothing.
Style,
quality and
workmanship is beyond criticism. There
is nothing more to
consider but Fit, and
we personally look to
that with an absolute
guarantee of

During the week following Easter

Hay
Timothy
Cleaned

PIE

Hen aiixd
Young Tien

Phone Main 379

LUDWIG Wfl. ILFELD

dance at Rosenthal
Souvenirs for

Simpkins Brothers are having the
interior of their store on Bridge
street repainted.

"OUR

Clot lies for

SHOVELS

RAKES

GARDEN HOSE

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan- the Las Vegas council of the Knights
cy gowns. 1017 Tllden- - Telephone of Columbus is planning to initiate a

STORE THAT'S
193

Good

Mrs. W. R. Burton is reported as

Main

Phone Main

and Marx

'

10 o'clock

Buffet.

St. Patrick'

AT

i i

GARDEN SEED

at Long's

FANCY FRUIT

J
, Greenberger's
Hart.Sch-affner
of
the Home
'.

'

Euffet

ihall

TIE

the bar at Long's

New and Old Cabbage
Green Onions, Oyster Plant
Turnips, Rutabagas

and a fine lot. of

s

What is Home Without a Garden

LOCAL NEWS

Now You Better
Get a Farm
160 ACRES FOR $500
Only 1 mile from court house;
has timber, grass, creek and good
piece, plowland.

160 ACRES FOR $640
About 7 miles out; 60 acres
plowland, the rest canyon, timber and grazing, has creek and
spring.
160 ACRES FOR $2,400
Four

Bananas, Oranges
Tangerines
and other good things

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

.STEAMS,
PURE THINGS TO EAT.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

The day they all plant sweet peas. We have the finest
assortment of Sweet Pea Seed in town. Phone us your
order and.we will rush the seed right tip.

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main

462,

Ranch Phone 276.

,

Copyright Hlrt Schaffner tc MrX

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

Just received, the finest line ever

Four miles out on Mora road;
has buildings and corrals. Can
nearly all be irrigated by

Harris Real Estate

Co.

612 LINCOLN AVENUE.

shown in Las Vegas of
v
f

Scrim and - Lace Curtains, Por-tier- s
Valances, Couch Covers, etc.
We guarantee

that you will not buy

elsewhere if you will look
over our stock

Your
Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely
They are laundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific method.
They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.
We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap Is made as long and soft
ai when new.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

J.

JOHNS EN

C.

SON

&

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Disti e d W a t e r
11

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.

Retail Prices:

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 Ibi., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
B0 Iba., to 200 Iba, each
delivery

per 100 lbs.
25c per 110 Iba.
30c per 100 Iba.
40c per 100 Iba.

Lew than- 50 iba., each delivery, 50c per

100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

When You Buy

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which, have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

BAKERY GOODS
You Always Have

a Suspicion

ARE THEY CLEAN?
All OUR GOODS
are baked in "Hubbard's Portable Sanitary Oven," in a
sunny, brick room,
in a sanitary manner

TRY OUR

Whole Wheat Bread
for a Starter
AT

Tomorrow is Sweet Pea Day
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

I

1

miles north on Eighth
street at the shore of Camfield
reservoir site; has house, barn
stable, corrals and little orchard.
Cheap.
180 ACRES FOR $3,600

BUNCH
Tony Faust Budwelser beer is
on tap at the Opera bar and is one
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar in the city.

11

1

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.
,

cS

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. IV. CONDON
Foot of Main St.

Jt

Phono Main 21

T;a:iotieit,

"BOSTONIANS"

t.

Famous Shoes for Men
There's a difference between really good
shoes and simply good looking shoes. Yeg
most men buy their shoes by the looks"
by the appearance of the surface. This isn't
always a safe way to buy. For instance, the
appearanco of ''Bostoni&n Shoes" is
the through and through
closely imitated," but:
'
i
quality never!
I
Every one of distinctive character!

1 1

V

x

,

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All kinds of

Building Job Work a Specialty
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic.

;t

.

$3.50, $4, $4. 50, $5
f)

)

Next to

Wells-Farg- o

Express Company.

u. IV

